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&Or& Urges New Image
For State's Agriculture
At Meeting Here Monday

Spring Is Here?
It's the first day of spring,can't you tell?
Local weather observer John EC Scott reports over five ,
fell
last
what
inches of rain so far this month, not including
night.
This figure is about the average for the full month of
March, with ten days left in the month.
The weatherman predicts everything but spring weather
for Jackson Purchase residents, with occasional rain today
predicted, and colder weather, dipping into the mid-30's
st for tonight and Wednesday.
Some relief is expected Thursday, with sunny aM mild
weather predicted, but it's back to the raincoats Friday and
Saturday with a chance of showers foreseen
The Tennessee River and Kentucky Lake are reaching alltime highs, and the flood gates have been put up in Paducah,
where the water is nearly to Broadway
Since we've seen the "lion" of March, about the only thing
left to do is grin and bear it and wait for the "lamb" of
March to bring more seasona weather to Calloway County.
'11Pir

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray The greatest defeat in college
football occurred on October 7,
1916 when Georgia Tech beat
Cumberland College by the
score of 222 to 0. Thirteen
different Tech players scored
touchdowns.
In the wild gorilla mothers
are most affectionate, but in the
zoo the babies are rercted and
must be reared by humans.

Picture Of Early
Fire Truck Needed

Broadcasting and receiving radio messages es the Polestar River, March 29, 1972 The first
marine demonstration of wireless telephony ). Stubblefield is third from the left end of the steamer
"Bartholdi "

A pitenograpi record has a
total diameter of 12 inches, with
an outer margin of one inch.
The diameter of the unused
center is four inches and there
is an average of 90 grooves to
the inch. How far does the
needle travel when thseecord is
played'

$1$10$r

Bible Study
Groups Meet

Key '73 Neighborhood Bible
Study groups will be meeting
again tonight I Tuesday) at
seven o'clock in homes
throughout Murray
_Leaders said the public is
Invited to readlwilte 9-16 and to
the
been
have
cities
Nine
attend a study session in any
capitol of the United States:
of the following homes:
one
Philadelphia, Lancaster, York,
Felix Dunn, 601 Elm; J. M.
Princeton, Trenton, Baltimore,
Annapolis, New York City, and Fain, C.atesticeough Circle; W.
E. Stokes, 1612 Keenland;
Washington.
Charles Hale, 1604 Belmont;
Caa you connect the nine dots Conrad Jones, 1314 Wells Blvd.;
appearing below with four Harold Douglas, 309 N. 12th St.;
straight lines without removing Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, 808 N.
the pencil from the paper or re- 20th St.; Miss Roberta Whitnah,
1506 Chestnut; Mrs. J. C.
tracing any line'
Harrell, 1004 Fairlane; Dwight
Crisp, 1001 Fairlane; Otis
Now, we do riot know
Erwin, 807 Doran FW.; Edward
the answers to either of the
Hantel, 1503 Oak Dr.; Bruce
questions above and fur- Thomas, 1508 Oxford; Mrs. G.
thermore we do not have the
C. Aahcraft, 105 N. 16th; Rue
brain capacity to figure them
Overby, 1630 Farmer; C. E.
out
Timberlake, 105 Spruce; Mrs.
-H. B. Bally, Sr., 006 Olive;
Market Opinion Research in a
Joseph Herman, 306 N. 10th St.;
recent poll found that 74 per Budl Stalls, 407 N. 5th St; Mrs
cent favored keeping taxes
Lillian Graves, 1507 Kirkwood;
down while 13 per cent favored
Mrs. Opal Fulton, 1001 Main.
more government programs.
Individuals attending are
-to participate in the
Invited
42 per cent favored keeping
taxes down via the president discussion and sharing of their
vetoing tax increase bills while impressions from the Bible
a
32 per cent voted for the reading or just to listen,
congress to override the spokesman said. Various
ministers and lay leaders from
president's veto
Murray churches will serve as
President Nixon has said that study leaders in the homes.
if Congress votes money for
programs that exceed the
budget, he will refuse to spend
the money because it would
mean more taxes. Congress
says it will then pass new laws
to force the president to spend
the money as it tells him to do.
46 per cent supported the
president in his thinking and 37
per cent supported Congress.
The President takes the
position that it is necessary to
hold to the budget on federal
spending to control inflation and
hold taxes down. Congress
wants to spend more than the
See Seen & Heard, Page le)
A'

The Weather
Mild Thursday through Saturday, with a chance of showers
Friday or Saturday. Early
morning lows in the 30s
Thursday, and in the 404 Friday and Saturday. Daytime
highs in the upper Ns and low
604 Thursday, and in the 604 to
around 70 Friday and Saturday.

' Hods for the dinner for the
13th straight year were the
Hutson Chemical Company and
the Ellis Popcorn Company.
Commissioner Butler said the
state and nation should build a
modern image for agriculture
as there has been a decline in
farm population In the past few
years. He said we should
as
this
trend
reverse

Fame, Death, Came
To Stubblefield In March

A picture of the earliest fire
truck in Murray is needed by
the Murray Fire Department
for use on the front of a
program. Anyone having an
early fire truck picture is asked
to call 753-1688 and ask for Fire
Chief Jackie Cooper or Fire
Inspector Clarence Boren.
The first fire truck is thought
to have been purchased by the
city in 1913 and it is hoped that
someone has a picture of this
truck The Fire Department
will appreciate the loan of this
picture. It will be returned to
the owner in good condition.

The greatest 24 hour snowfall
in the US, excluding Alaska, fell
on Silver Lake, Colorado It
amounted to 6' 4"

By Jo I3urkeen
Ledger & Times' Staff Writer
Kentucky Commissioner of
Agriculture Wendell P. Butler
spoke on ''The Job Ahead For
Agriculture" at the dinner held
for the four adult vocational
agricultual classes of Calloway
County, taught by W. H. Brooks,
at Captain's Kitchen Monday
evening.

Senior Art Exhibition
To Open In Gallery
by
A senior art exhibition
22,
Emily
Humphries,
Hopkinsville, will open March
30 in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center at Murray State
University.

r
Mar •
Wilds old picture Mr. Stubblefield wrote 'Ben Telegraph.
Nathan Stubblefield, Inventor. July, ma. Shackled same then as
now. 1911, Nov. 19." Evidently the "ben" referred to the two bells
In the device and not to Alexander Graham Bell.

— WLI Horde
Seventy-one years ago on
March 20, 1902, the inventor of
radio was proudly broadcasting
from the middle of the Potomac
River to receivers on the river
bank near Washington, D.C.
That man was Nathan B.
Stubblefield, farmer and
electrician from Murray,
Kentucky. "He was the first
person to receive voice by air
without the aid of wires," says
Joseph Nathan Kane in his
copyrighted book "Famous
First Facts" published by the
H.W. Wilson Company, New
York.
The book also states that the
"First Radio Broadcast was
demonstrated by Nathan B.
Stubblefield in 1892." This
demonstration on the Potomac
was ac_redited by Kane as the
"First Radio Marine DemonWireless
of
stration
-Telephony."
On March 28, 1928-26 years
after this demonstration—
Nathan B. Stubblefield lay
dying on the floor of his tiny
tenant house on a farm owned
isy. Goy Downs five miles aoc.
theast of Murray.
The radio Inventor's frail and
lifeless body was discovered by
a neighbor on March 30, 1928.
Reined Churchill his rested
that he accompanied his father,
the Late J.H. Churchill, to the

Dr. Harry Sparks, right, president of Murray Stale University,
presented Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture Wendell P.
Butler with a framed painting of Oakhurst by C. G. Morehead in
appreciation of his services to Murray State and Calloway County
at the Adult Farmer (lasses dinner meeting held Monday at
Captain's Kitchen with Hutson Chemical Company and Ellis
Popcorn Company as boats.

District Governor To Charter
Local 'Toastmasters' Thursday

a
Henderson,
Wayne
professional engineer with the
General Electric Corporation in
Louisville, will be the featured
guest of the Kentucky Like
Toastmasters Club at its
charter night meeting on
Thursday, Mardi 11.
Henderson, _Governor of
District 11 of Toastmasters
International, will officially
charter the local club at a
(See Stubbiefkid, Page 18)
dinner meeting at the Triangle
Inn. District 11 is comprised of
92 clubs with some 1800
members in lower Michigan, all
of Indiana, and most of Kentucky.
The District Governor first
InToastmasters
joined
ternational in 1965. He has
in
"'The extension of the four- served in various club offices
of
Club
Communicators
the
conunder
is
party commission
Governor,
sideration," said one U.S Louisville, Area 4
source, "but it's really in the
elementary stage. There is
nothing firm. There has been
some talk within our circle, but
It may never come to pass."
The source said the United
States feels it is possible for the
four-party commission to accomplish more than it has in its

U.S. May Ask For Extension
Of Joint Military Commission
SAIGON ( AP) - The United
States may ask that the fourparty Joint Military Commission be extended in an effort to
improve chances for a true
cease-fire, U.S. sources disclosed today.
The commission, set up by
the Jan. 27 cease-fire agreement, is due to be dissolved
March 28. The sources said the
United States is considering
proposing an extention of the
body which includes North Vietnam, South Vietnam and the
Viet Cong's Provisional revolutionary Government of South
Vietnam, as well as the United
States
The South Vietnamese delegation to the military peacekeeping commission has been
filled in on the American considerations.
Queries to U.S. delegation
spokesmen in Saigan have
brought official denials, but

Revival In Progress
At Hardin Chaii

The daughter of Mr. and
Revival services are now in
Mrs. William B. Humphries,
Drive, progress at the Pentecostal
Sanderson
1040
Hopkinsville, Miss Humphries, Church of God, Hardin, with
is a 1968 graduate of Christian services at seven p.m. each
County High School, and will evening.
An Indian Mission Rally will
receive a bachelor of science
degree in art at Murray State be held on Friday night and the
monthly singing featuring the
on May 4.
Peoria,
Following graduation, she Messengers Quartet of
Saturday
plans to accept a position in the 111., will be held on
framing department at a Nash- night.
ville, Tenn., photographic firm.
TWO CITED
Miss Humphries' exhibition,
Two citations were issued by
which will close April 12, will
include displays of her work in the Murray City Police Monday,
photography, drawing, for public drunk and D.W.1.,
and according to department
ceramics
weaving,
reports
metalsmithing

other informants in a position
to know confirmed that the United States is considering proposing such an extension
The proposal is expected to
be put before the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong delegations
soon, the informants said
The proposal would come at
a time when President Nixon
has expressed concern over reports of North Vietnamese infiltration of troops and war materials.

(See Commissioa, Page lei

Dollar Falls Today
In World Trading
LONDON (AP) — The I'S.
dollar fell in major world money markets today, erasing most
of the gains it scored Monday
In the first test of the new floating system of international exchange rates.
The dollar closed in Tokyo at
263 yen, down from 264 90 at
Monday's closing. This was
welt above the rate of 26050
yen in bank-l-bank trading on
Friday.
In Frankfuil, however, the
dollar dropped to 2.816 marks
at the opening of the market,
below both Monday's closing of
2.8275 and Friday's 2.82
The U.S. currency also Was
down in early trading in London, Paris and Brussels. The
drop in the dollar surprised
dealers, who had expected the
dollar to be helped on foreign
markets by the announcement
Monday that several major
U.S. banks were raising their
prime lending rate.
Trading was active in Frank-

furt at the opening of the market but quiet in other European
markets.
The Milan foreign exchange
market reopened today for the
first tirne in more than two
weeks and followed the pattern
of the money markets that
opened Monday. The dollar
rose at the outset, climbing to
567 lire from 562 lire on March
1,.before the market closed.
But in Madrid, where the
market reopened for the first
time since March 5, the rate
was unchanged at 58.02 pesetas.
Dealers in Paris attributed
the dollar's general slide to
market forces bringing the dollar to its "correct" value based
on supply and demand. They
said the U.S. currency rose
Monday at the outset because
the markets, by being closed
for two weeks, had created an
artificial demand. Once that
was satisfied, more normal
trading returned.

agriculture is more important
to the economy than ever
before. The programs and
activities of the agricultural
leaders should involve the
stentgthenmg of leadership in
the role of agriculture, Butler
said.
The commissioner said ways
of "building the image" of
agriculture involve unity between farmers by stressing for
more legislation, educational
campaign to inform non farmers on the needs and problems
farmers, and
facing the
leadership and direction to
agriculture.
Butler said figures show that
in the past twenty years the
has
crops
farmer's
Increased eleven per cent while
the retail increase has been
forty-six per cent. He cited
some of the problems of
as pollution,
agriculture
migration from farm to urban,
and family farms and communities decreasing. Butler
said farmers should benefit first
In the production of farm
products, farmers should have
a guaranteed market price
close to parity, should recognize
change and make appropriate
adjustments.
Commissioner Butler said
with the increase of livestock
production in the state,
promotion is being done In this
field with plans underway to
have National Farm and
Livestock shows in Louisville.
He said many of the different
herds of cattle associations
were planning their national
meetings in the state of Kentucky.
agricultural
state
The
commissioner listed some of the
services of his department
and .
weights
including
measures, control of obnoxious
weeds, livestock and sanitation,
and food distribution.
Commissioner Butler, who is
now serving his second term in
this position, has also served as
(See Butler, Page 10)

Woman's Club
Meet Tomorrow
Wayne Henderson
Southern Division IA. Governor, and Educational IA.
Governor. He also is presently
Public Relatiofts Director for
the Kentucky Society of
Electrical Engineers.
A large number of guests
from area Toastmasters Clubs
are expected to attend, according to Charles Hinds of
Murray, the new club's vice
president.
Advance reservations should
be made to Hinds, Route Four,
Box 42 Murray. Further information can be obtained by
contacting him at 753-7714 or
762-2291.

Middle School PTA
"Took" WILSON

Meets On Thursday

The Murray Middle School
Parent-Teacher Association
will have its last rrieeting on
Thursday, March 22, at seven
p.m. in the school auditorium.
Physical F,ducation students,
under the direction of Miss Beth
Broach, will present the
Albert (Took) Wilson, Route program.
Three, has been named by the
An installation of new officers
Kentucky Division of Forestry for the school year 1973-74 will
as forest ranger for Calloway be held.
County.
All interested persons are
Wilson was named to replace invited to attend, a PTA
Boyce McCuiston, who recently spokesman said.
retired from the post.
Persons needing information
BOYD PROMOTED
on burning laws, tree sales, or
CHERRY POINT, N. C. —
any forestry program should
call Wilson at 436-2152, a Marine Col. Ronnie L. Boyd, son
spokesman for the Forestry of Mrs. Dorothy Boyd of Route
Division said. The spokesman 5, Murray, was promoted to his
also warned that the burning present rank while serving at
law is now in effect, and asked the Marine Corps Air Station,
that no burning be done outside Cherry Point, N. C. He joined
the Marine Corps in April, 1969.
until after 4.30 p.rn

'Took' Wilson
Named Ranger
For Calloway

The Murray Woman's Club
will hold its general meeting on
Wednesday, March 21, at the
dub house, according to the
president, Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman.
Dr and Mrs. Donald Jones
will show slides of their travels
in the American Indian villages
at 12:30 p.m. following the noor
luncheon.
Special music will be by Mrs.
Vernon Shown, solosit.
During the morning session to
open at 10:30 reports will be
given by the ten various
department chairmen, officers
will be elected, and changes in
the club by-laws will be voted
on, Mrs. Sparkman said.
All members of the club are
urged to attend. Luncheon
reservations should be made
with one .of the department
chairmen.
The Alpha and Sigma
Departments will be hostesses
for the day. Other departments
are Creative Arts, Delta,
Garden, Home, Kappa, Music,
Theta, and Zeta.

Bloodmobile Will
Be At Mayfield
The Red Cross Bloodmobile
will be at the First United
Methodist Church, Mayfield, on
Wednesday and Thursday,
March 21 and M, according to
local Red Cross officials.
Hours for the Bloodmobile for
Wednesday will be from one to
seven p.m. and for Thursday
from nine a.m, to three p.m.
FREE KITTENS
Kittens, part Siamese, six
weeks old, are free to persons
for pets. For information call
753-3939

•
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Pocketbook Issue
The next time your senator suggests that his
$42,500 annual salary is being nickeled and dimed to
death, you'd better believe him
The Senate dining room has just added a nickel to
the price of its famous bean soup A bowlful now
costs 30 cents. And the hard-pressed member of
Congress probably will tell you it's pretty hard to get
by when you see the daily food bill shooting up 20
per cent
Anyone for a raise—Memphis (Tenn.) Commercial Appeal

This Is Rich
Joseph Kennedy III, son of the late Sen. Robert
Kennedy, isn't fazed by those who criticize his being
hired to help the poor in San Francisco.
He says the general feeling that the rich can't help
the poor doesn't apply to the Kennedy family. He
told newsmen the rich "have been given certain
things we can use to help others."
Yeah, like money —Nashville (Tenn Banner

Passing Away
The automobile did away with the horse Now it is
doing away with people —Chicago (Ill Tribune.

Ten Years Ago Today
LADOICIR A TIMM FUJI

Galen Thurman, Jr., was elected president of the
Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation at
the organizational meeting held last night. Other
officers are James Garrison, H. Glenn Doran, R.W.
Churchill, and Holmes Ellk
Mrs. Arthur.Downey of Hazel Route Two, age 60,
died yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
Miss Gail Eubanks Houston has been named to the
Dean's List at the University of Kentucky college of
arts and sciences, Lexington.
New officers of the Murray Jaycees are Hugh
Eddie Wilson, Harry Allison, Keith Hill, Jim
Goodman, and Joe Dortch

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER ft Meta MIA

Mrs. A.O. Cook, age 53, died yesterday at her
home on Murray Route Three. Her death was attributed to a heart attack.
Dr. W.E. Taylor, missionary to Brazil for thirtyfive years, will speak at both the morning and
evening services at the Memorial Baptist Church on
Sunday.
In their ad today Kelley's Produce say they will
pay 25 cents for heavy hens, 15 cents for leghorns, 12
cents for cox, and 38 cents for eggs
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "Texas City"
with Johnny Mack Brown and Jimmy Ellison.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And the people said unto Joshua, The Lord our
will we serve, and his voice will we obey.—
Joshua 24:24.
Even today it seems necessary for the Prophet to
encourage us to return to God.
God

Isn't It The Truth!
by_ Carl Riblet Jr.
When a political candidate pauses on his way to bed
to reflect and gaze upon the rising sun the morning
following an election, you can bet he is a loser.
Nobody is pounding his back while at one and the
same time setting him up for a favor. He has just
discovered an embarrassing fact—the hand he held
while trudging the campaign trail was his own.
"The political life is not the
life for me."
—Author Unidentified

tip

According to Boyle

Man's
Mightiest
Mansion
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Senator
Dee Huddleston
For as long as I have been in public office. I
have supported the concept of federal aid to edu•
cation •- but without excessive federal controls
I still support that concept, and that is why the
President's budget for Fiscal Year 1974 worries me
greatly
Ttis budget calls for massive budget cuts, chimanMing of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and a retreat from the federal commitment to support Slates and local communities in
financing their schools
For instance, this budget would do away with
Titles II and V of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act -- programs which provide school
library books, textbooks, audio-visual aids and
funds to strengthen state departments of educaKentucky stands to lose SI 3 million in
tion
Title II money and another $525,000 in Title V
funds
The administration proposes to substitute a
special education revenue sharing plan for the
rest of the Elementary and Secondary Educa•
But many of us in Congress are very
tion Act
skeptical that this plan would be an adequite
replacement for the act, and I know it will not
compensate for the dozens 01 programs being cut
back or terminated
As the President's budget stands now, Kentucky
schools stand to lose some $30 million The administration plans to cut back on impact aid
money, National Defense Education funds, student
aid money for higher education, and nurse training
funds In addition, Kentucky could lose another
$5 million in Title I funds as a result of the Larry.
over reductions from the 1972 budget
In a speech last weekend to the Kentucky
School Board Association, I called these reductions
budget-cutting with a vengeance. I think it is a di'
grace to cut back on school money that will pro•
vide a quality education for all our children,
wherever they may live -- or under whatever social
standard they may have.
believe in cutting the budget, I am opposed
to higher taxes; and I do not want to sec inflation
go up even higher than it is now. That requires
cutting back on deficit spending, and I support-that proposition.
But I think we can make the cuts somewhere
other than in education. After all, the federal
government right now supplies less than 10 per.
cent of all educational support nationwide. State
and local governments make far greater contributions. I believe the federal government should
do more -- not less.

Whalin Named
To Position
At Land Bank
Charles R. Whalin has been
named Assistant Treasurer for
the Federal Land Bank of
Louisville According to Bank
President Paul F Bachman,
Mr Whalin's appointment
became effective March 15. As
part of his new responsdbilitites,
he MU work with the Louisvillebased bank and its associatioo
offices In Kentucky, Tennessee,
Indiana and Ohio. The Federal
Land Bank of Louisville extends
king-term loans to farmers,
and
farmers
parttime
residents of rural areas in the
foer-state area, and is part of
the nation-wide farm Credit
System
A native of Hickman, Kentucky, Whalin received his B. S.
Degree in Oarnmare• frau the
Univeridty of Kentucky and is
currently studying for a H. B. A
Degree at the University of
Louisville's School of &winces,
tiowtng graduation from the
University of Kentucky in 1954,
he was named Accounting
Instructor at Spencerian
College in Louisville. From 1965
to 1957, Whalin held the rank of
captain while serving with the
U. S. Air Force as Pilot Trainee
and Senior Auditor. After
completion of military service,
he was named Vice President of
Spencerian College, a position
he held from 1968 to 1970.
Whalin was hired as Administrative Assistant by the
of
Federal Land Bank
Louisville in 12/71. He held this
position until his recent appointment.
Mr. Whalin is married to the
former Paula Southgate Orr of
Orlando Florida. They are
parents of two children.
PEST CENSUS
The California Department
of Agriculture identified
39,201 insect specimens from
throughout the state during
1970 -- a 17 per cent increase
over 1989.

By HAL BOYLE .
NEW YORK(AP) — Memory
is the mind's castle.
If each remembrance a person has counts as a room, then
memory has ten times more
rooms than any palace ever
built by human hands. It
dwarfs Versailles, the Louvre,
the Vatican. It is more complex
and holds greater treasures
than all of them together.
Yet each man that lives has
one of these castles in his head,
and the memories therein he
visits and revisits as long as he
has breath. No other place refreshes him more or is so important to his well-being.
Your own castle of memory
is pretty thronged if you can
look back and remember when:
Bar patrons complained if the
bead of foam on their nickel
glass of beer was too big. After
all, they wanted to get their
money's worth.
The height of pornography in
a small town was to get a new
year's calendar with a nude
girl on the cover If his wife
didn't intercept and burn it, a
fellow Immediately rushed to
the barbershop with It so all his
pals could see it.
It didn't take the barber half
as long to cut a high school
boy's hair as it did to cut a
girl's.
A sharpie was any guy who
hung around the pool hall and
always carried a pair of dice or
a deck of cards in his pockets.
Fathers thought they had
spawned shades when their sons
started saying they'd rather
Wive a wrist watch than a
pocket watch for a graduation
present.
If your phone rang more than
twice in a day, you wondered if
you weren't letting your life get
too terribly busy
Anybody who'd been for an
airplane ride could hold his
neighbors spellbound by describing what it was like.
Even the kids knew the country must be in for a bad inflation when they cut the size of
the five-cent candy bar.
Neighborhood mothers rated
a girl's marital chances by the
quality of the fudge she brought
to the church socials. If it
tasted too good they would gossip about whether the girl's
mother hadn't really made it.
There were more horses than
men wearing collars in America — except on Sundays.
It made grandmother mad
whenever grandpa showed the
kids how he could take all his
teeth out and put them back —
because the kids then wanted to
know if grandmother couldn't
do that trick, too.
When you left your baffle, you
put the key under the front
porch mat, so that anyone who
wanted to get into the house
while you were gone wouldn't
have any trouble.
Those were the days -- remember/
DOGGY YARN
Mrs. Joyce Dailey of Hawsled Green near Bury St. Edmunds, England, is planning
to have a suit made from the
heir of her St_ Bernard dog
Sheba. who' molts twice a
year and I have been collecting her hair for five years."

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
IXICUThill Y1CI PUSWINT

Southern States Industrial Council

TUE EAST GERMAN EXODUS
In granting full diplomatic recognition to Communist East
Germany, Britain and France have helped that longtime Soviet
satellite gain full acceptance among the nations of the world.
But while the Western powers help the East German regime
acquire status, the captive population of that territory continues
to indicate unhappiness with their rulers.
The continuing exodus from East Germany is discussed in
detail today by my guest columnist, Dr.
Anthony Bouscaren,
a distinguished author and professor of political science at
LeMoyne College in New York, I* Bouscaren's comments
follow:
"In recent years the West has engaged in a whole series of
moves to relax tensions with the communist world--SALT talks,
Nixon's trips to Peking and Moscow, the wheat deal and more
credits for the USSR, and now the NATO - Warsaw Pact
negotiations We acquiesce to Hanoi's leaving 140,000 troops in
South Vietnam, and the establishment of yet another important
neutral nations supervisory commission i including Poland and
Hungary
"But all these actions, like the concessions of the past going
back to Teheran and Yalta, fail to distinguish between the communist leaders and the people they rule. The current situation in
Germany is a good example. West Germany, under U. S. prodding, made concessions to East Germany, recognizing as permanent communist control of central Europe. But West Germany's policy of improving relations with its neighbors to the east
has had the unexpected effect of encouraging more and more
East Germans to risk their lives in fleeing to the West.
"In the second half of 1972, this Eastern policy culminated in the
enactment of the four-power Berlin agreement and a tratmit
treaty between East and West Germany, as well as ceadeston of
a basic treaty between the two German states.
"In this same six-month period, the number of E11116411=11111
who succeed in penetrating the high, wide and eielansOredangerous border obstacle erected by their communise state
increased dramatically
"According to Bonn's Interior Ministry, the total of East
Germans to escape to the West in 1972 was 1,245—the highest in
six years But two-thirds of them--1223, escaped in the second half
of the year The total was 832 for all of 1971 and 901 for 1970
"A specialist in Bonn's Ministry of all-German Affairs concluded that the increase was attributable, one way or another, to
the effect of Bonn's Eastern policy upon the hopes and fears of
many East Germans
"Bonn authorities interview all those who flee here and
register, and their motives for fleeing are usually listed as
'political,' but no briber breakdown is made on such factors as
the timing at at swept.
"L'iteslassessay Ms fortified its 642-mile frontier with West
Germany addle MOMS hmesdary around West Berlin with high
narrow-mesh metal Sheen, mined fields, police-clog runs,
bunkers, antivehicle ditches and watch towers
"Last year it began extensive installation of electronically
controlled explosive devices along the western frontier.
"The Bonn Interior Ministry reports a total of 153 confirmed
deaths along all the frontiers since East Germany began building
the Berlin Wall on August 23, 1981.
-The lustice administrations of West Germany's 10 states
report much higher figures, saying that 96 East Germans were
killed trying to cross the borders in 1972 alone, most of them by
gunfire or mines
"The first week In January, a young East German worker was
wounded by one of the automatic explosive devices on the high
metal fence of the larder near Walreetlel. He was one of six East
Germans who have succeeded in crossing to the west since
January 1
•'The increase in escapes comes at a time when more Germans
are crossing the border Legally than at any time since Weld War
II".
Prof Flouscaren's report on the continuing exodus
from Eget
Germany makes clear that, for all the talk about
detente and a
new era in Europe, the people living under communist rule wind
to escape the totalitarian grip on their lives
The desire for
freedom still burns in the hearts of Europeans
who are in
thralldom to a brutal system

responsible for procuring these
funds needed by PCAs. The
bank works with a New Yorkbased fiscal agent to coordinate
the sale of bonds on the open
money market.
E.
Glenn
Sanderfur,
President of the- Federal Intermediate Credit Bank of
Louisville, made the "billion
dollar announcement" at a PCA
Director-Manager Conference
at Louisville's riverfront Galt
House today. That meeting, an
annual event held by the FICB,
was attended by more than 500
PCA representatives from the
four-etate area. Commenting on
the achievement, Mr. Sanderfur
noted that: "It is particularly
significant that Production
Credit Associations in our fourstate area should hit a billion
dollar outstanding loan volume
In 1973. This year," he continued, "PCAs in the United
States will celebrate their 40th
anniversary and the country's

4

tuelve Federal Intermediate
Credit Banks will celebrate
their 50th anniversary."
A farm loan obtained by Mr.
arid Mrs. Kenneth Winnette of
Route 1, Manchester, Tenni-we, was responsible for
breaking the billion dollar mark
for Fourth District Production
Credit Associations. PCA
members since 1948, the Winnettes own 495 acres of rich
Tennessee farm land. They
lease an additional 200 acres. As
part of their overall farming
operation, Mr and Mrs WinnPtte raise 360 acres of
s.lbeans, 130 acres of corn, 100
acres of hay and pasture and
conduct a cow-calf program.
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Mr. and Mrs. Winnette were
flown to Louisville as guests of
1,1CB-PCA at the March 14-16
oteeung. While in Louisville,
they were honored for helping to
make a billion dollars in loans

Senior Citizens
Board Reports
On Services
The March meeting
Senior Citizens Board
at the Senior Citizens
1620 W. Main St., Mist
Jean Blankenship of
Cross and Roselle Ou
the Calloway County
Department reported
their respective Ag
Senior Citizens. The
offers assistance to
Widows and courses
nursing and First-A
Health Department
diabetes and anemic
T. B. skin tests.
Sue Outland and
Bramley from th
Commodities program
Brock of Mental H
similar reports at the
Board meeting. Mrs.
said that the total
Commodities recipi
1,058, of this total 279
age 60 and above.
Health Department
Day Care Center
Mentally
Dorothy Nanny o
Assistance will r
April meeting in addit
regular business.
Present Board meni
Hazel Alton, Haze
Citizens; Barbara
Murray Women's
Brock, Mental Hea
Stephen Davenport,
of the Board; Dotty
Senior
Citizens;
.Mclomore, Goklen
McCuiston,
Hall
Teachers Ailociati
Northen,
Retired
Worker; Dorothy Na
Assistance: Roselle
Health Department
Rowlett, St. John'
Church; Havana Ru
John's Baptist Ch
Nancy Whitmer,
Episcopal Church.
The next Board
be held on April 3, at
Citizens Center.
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outstanding a reality for Fourth
District PCAs. Special attention
was also focused on their PCA
membership activity which
spans a period of nearly 25
years
Although FICH and PCA
officials have known for several
months that a billion dollar
record would be reached during
the first half of 1973, the early'
March record breaker was
somewhat earlier then expected. The attainment of the
billion dollar mark represents
an increase of nearly 17 per cent
over PCA outstanding loan
volume figures of one year
earlier. An increasing need for
agricultural credit, some crop
losses in the 1972 season, and a
step-up in planned agricultural
production for 1973 are named
as the major factors reponsible
for the fast-rising volume of
loans outstanding through
PCAs

ALUMNI PRESIDE
Larry Gilmore of Padu
presidents. Smith is pr
student at the Soutliews
Harris, is the daughter
Western Recorder, sta

.. is' , A ra

PCA Associations Reach $1 Billion Mark, Loans
Production Credit
Associations (PCAs) in the
Fourth Farm Credit District
reached $1 billion in loans
outstanding to farmers on
March 12, 1473. By reaching the
one-billion dollar mark,PCAs in
Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana
and Ohio have set a national
achievement record.
Cumulatively they rank as
national volume leaders in the
extension of short and intermediate-term credit to
farmers. As part of the nationwide Farm Credit System,
Fourth District PCAs make
loans to farmers and part-time
farmers for such needs as
equipment, livestock, feed,
seed, fertilizer, educational
purposes and much more.
The funds loaned
by
Production Credit Associations
are obtained on the investment
markets of the nation. The
Federal Intermediate 0-edit
Bank of Louisville FICI3)is
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JON VOIGHT
BURT REYNOWS

Deliverance

LOA S H IONS
Collections r
"Designer o
designs for
dress, left, i
Par Mort y s
pants which

ALUMNI PRESIDENT VISITS--Ronnie L. Smith of C,ampbellsialle, left, visits with Rev.sad Mrs.
Larry Gilmore of Paducah and Murray during a recent meeting of Southwestern's 30 state alumni
presidents. Smith is president of the seminary', Kentucky alumni association. Rev. Gilmore le a
student at the Southewstern Baptist Seminary at Fort Worth, Texas. Mrs. Gilmore, the former Unit
Harris, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Harris of Murray. The picture appeared in ele
Western Recorder, state Baptist weekly publication.
.1•••.••.1

Senior Citizens
Board Reports
On Services
The March meeting of the
Senior Citizens Board was held
at the Senior Citizens Center,
1620 W Main St., Murray.

rikewe 71.1 - 1517 •• 113-4941
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Mrs. Bryan4Tolley
Hostess For Alice
Waters Meeting

I

FBIRTHSj

MOORE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Moore of
Jean Blankenship of the Red
Benton Route Two are parents
Cross and Roselle Outland of
of a baby boy, Randall Don,
Self
and
Prayer
of
Week
The
the Calloway County Health
weighing seven pounds 15'es
Department reported on what Denial was the theme of the
ounces, born on Wednesday,
their respective Agency offers program observed by the Alice
March 14, at 12:56 p.m. at the
Senior Citizens. The Red cross Waters Circle of the First
Murray-Calloway County
held
women
offers assistance to Veteran Methodist Church
Hospital.
Widows and courses on home at the home of Mrs. Bryan
The new father is employed
nursing and First-Aid. The Tolley on Tuesday, March 13.
by
the Minter Roofing Comwas
Sr.,
Simmons,
Mrs. A. W.
Health Department offers free
.
pany, Benton.
diabetes and anemic tests and in charge of the program and
Grandparents are Mr. and
A.M.
Mrs.
by
assisted
was
T. B. skin tests.
Thomas, Mrs. 1. B. Mayfield. Mrs. Hughie Moore of Benton
Sue Outland and Clara Chairman of the group presided Route Two and Mrs. Maudie
Bramley from the Food over the business meeting. A Hendrickson of Benton.
Commodities program and Don letter was read from the
Brock of Mental Health gave District President, Mrs. Allie
smiler reports at the February Mae McCord, asking assistance
Board meeting. Mrs. Outland for the five who are working in
said that the total February missions for our own people in
Commodities recipients was the Memphis Conference.
1,058, of this total 279 were of
A letter was also read from
age 60 and above. The Mental the Murray UMW President,
Health Department offers a Mrs. Otis H. Erwin, announcing
The United Methodist Women
Day Care Center for the the United Methodist Women of Mason's Chapel United
Mentally ft
in
General Assembly to be held
Methodist Church met at the
Cincinnati, Ohio, October 4-7 church on Wednesday, March
Dorothy Nanny of Public and the District Day Apart to be 14, at seven o'clock in the
Assistance will report at
held April 8 at Martin's Chapel evening
April meeting in addition to
church
Mrs. Koska Jrxies of the Hazel
regular business
Mrs. A. C LaFollette an- Church was the leader of the
Bible Study ConPresent Board members are : nounced the
first session of a series of
"A Study on Luke"
of Romans.
Hazel Alton, Hazel Senior ference
the lessons co the book
with
1,
April
and
31
March
Citizens; Barbara Brown,
Mrs. Kazan Coles served
P
Lindsey
to be Dr.
Murray WomSn's Club; Don speaker
refreshments 'of homemade
a noted Bible scholar.
Brock, Mental Health; Rev Pherigo,
cookies and punch to the ten
aturged
also
1AFollete
Stephen Davenport, Chairman Mrs.
members and one guest, Mrs.
to the Key 73 study
of the Board; Dotty Haley, Ellis tendance
Jones.
each week
Citizens; 0. C. groups meeting
Senior
The next session will be held
.4.4eLemore, Golden Aga Club; through March.
Wednesday. March 21, at seven
-Writ
A thank you note-frothMcCuiston, Retired
Hall
p.m. at the church All inthe death of her
Teachers Ailociation; Irene Cortez Byers in
terested persons are invited to
Social father and a thank you note attend to hear Mrs Jones lead
Northen, Retired
the
for
Mission
Worker; Dorothy Nanny, Public from Reelfoot
this special study, a church
read. Mrs..
Assistance; Roselle Outland. curtains were
said.
spokesman
Gilbert thanked the
Health Department; Manuel Warden
letters,
cards,
Rowlett, St. John's Baptist group for the
visits while she
Wait Till Cool
Church; Havana Rutledge, St. phone calls and
John's Baptist Church; and was ill.
Never remove angel food
refreshments were
Delicious
Nancy Whitmer, St. John's
cake from its pan before the
served by the hostess to fifteen
Episcopal Church
cake is cool; to do so is to
visitor, Mrs.
one
and
members
Injure the cell structure and
The next Board meeting will
Oscar Mitchell, Cadiz, mother
encourage shrinkage.
be held on April 3, at the Senior
Byers.
of Mrs. Cortez
Cilium Center.

Methodist Women
Of Mason's Chapel
Hold Study Session

$
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for better sex life
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY After 18 yeal-s of wedded bliss, my wife
and I agree that youth is wasted on the young When it
comes to romance, the young lovers could learn a lot from
us old lovers in our 4013 and 50s
However, we do have one problem Timing My wife
doesn't care for romance in the morning because she has to
get up and get three school-age kids breakfast and consequently she keeps one eye on the clock
On the other hand, I am a cornawrcial pilot and after
a day's work I'm pretty well exhausted and I don't care for
romance at night
My flying schedule permits me to be home during
lunch time occasionally, but that's no help because two of
the kids come home for lunch
EL CAPITAN
Any suggestions'
DEAR CAP: Compromise and set your alarm for 3 a m.
Or else wbee you're brume for lunch, treat the kids to hark
out, and treat yourself to lunch at home.

Club are shown with the!
MEMBERS OF the Calloway County High School Speech and Debate
various schools this school
at
held
tournaments
and
meets
speech
in
woo
have
they
trophies
many
Seventeen students of the club
year , Larry England is the coach for the speech and debate club.
tournament on Saturday.
regional
the
at
tournament
qualified for the Kentucky High School Speech
Ledger & Times
Their names appeared in the tournament story in Monday's issue of the

Mrs. Dot Morton
Program Leader At
Lynn Grove Meeting

1

Tuesday, March 20
The United Methodist Women
of Martin's Chapel Church will
The United Methodist Womell meet with Mrs. Louise Bynum
DEAR ABBY I am 18 years old and have a 4.
hold
Church
Grove
Lynn
the
of
at seven p.m.
month-old baby My baby's father and 1 love each other
its regular meeting at the
and now we want to get married.
Murray Assembly No 19
church on Saturday, March 10,
My mother says we should go to the courthouse and get
at two o'clock in the afternoon. Order of the Rainbow for Girls
married and then have a small reception for just our clos"Livtng and Acting in Love" will meet at the Masonic Hall at
est friends afterward She says with all the talk already,
relatives.
the subject of the program seven p.m.
her
was
of
any
see
to
have
not
woe
she would just as
presented by Mrs. Dot Morton.
My boy friend's mother says she wants a nice church
The Dorothy Group of the
Mrs. Max Hill opened the
wedding with friends and relatives She says people are
Baptist Women of the First
and
quiet
music
with
program
anyway.
talk
to
going
Church will meet at the home of
also accompanied herself as she
I really don't know what to do Abby I hate to hurt my
Mrs. Homer Miller.
boy
my
sang "My Wonderful Lord."
mother's feelings. And I don't want to disappoint
The scripture from Ephesians
friend's mother either So will you please tell me what to
Wednesday, March 21
UNDECIDED
1:11-23 was read by Mrs. Story.
do'
Murray Woman's Club will
in the
part
taking
Others
bothyear
DEAR UNDECIDED: You've told me what
program were Mrs Lee and hold its general luncheon
er wants. And also what your fiance's mother wants. Bet
meeting at the club house at
Mrs. Lockhart.
TWO
YOU
de
What
fiance's.
It's year wedding, and your
10:30 a.m. Reservations for
Mrs.
chairman,
The
mower.
wamt" WM* you agree es that, you'll have year
Derruigton, presided and read a luncheon at $2.50 should be
asking for contributions made with the department
letter
DEAR ABBY Someone signed "ONE IN SEVEN" atGlobal Concern Mission chairman by noon March 19. Dr.
the
to
tempted to justify large families for those who can "alproject for the Memphis Con- and Mrs. Donald Jones will
ford" them I offer some economic facts
ference and India. The women speak and show slides on the
It costs approximately POO per year to educate one
voted to send funds to these American Indians.
the
If
child, which adds up to $67.200 for seven children
projects. Sixty-five visitors to
parents actually paid this sum over a 24-year period, and
Ladies day luncheon will be
the sick were reported.
$1133,800
a
in
living
be
should
they
area,
this
in
lived
if they
and Self served at noon at the Murray
Prayer
to
Call
The
would
which
of
half
house and pay $5,600 in property taxes,
Denial program will be held Country Club with Mesdames
be school taxes They should have a minimum annual inwith the Goshen women on John A. Gegory, Jr., Charles hi.
come of 0501/00!
Baker, Guy, Battle, Hugh. X.
31 at Goshen.
March
this
in
know
you
do
families
seven-children
How many
Carroll, H. E. Chrlamen,
planned
was
sale
rummage
A
single,.
child,
bracket' So who is paying for them' The
Cullom,
Yarnes
at the American Richard
for April
and retired people are—thru their taxes' And I for one am
Sullivan, Freed Cotham, Irene
Legion Hall.
MRS A P IN BREA, CAL
fed up with unfair taxes
All members were present for Chitwood, Cedric A. Benson,
meeting. One new member and James E. Biggs as
the
CONFIDENTIAL Ti) "DISTRAcTED IN THE COMwas Mrs. 011ie Cooper and one hostesses. Mrs. Dwain Taylor
the
of
Riven
L.
William
Dr.
frkead,
lity
POSING ROOM":
visitor was Mrs. A. M. Themes, and Mrs. J. Russell Ross will ba
Stamford University Journalism Departmeut, saki: -flTijioThe meeting was closed with hostess for bridge at nine a.m
graphical errors are worse than errors of Ignorance. The
by Mrs. Morton.
lipeoriust ca. be taught Moral; Be careful." (I'm with Old prayer
The J N. Williams Chapter of
Man Rivers.]
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at the
W yealiEN off year chest.
loVellismt Y5ui
Cooking time for young
home of Mrs. Wesley Waldrop
ot..
1.
arra.
M.
211111
Far•pommel imply, well. JOST;
poultry can be less than for
at
1.30 p.m.
an older bird - hut the broth
Calif. RM. Moslem stompoil, son.adirbood envelope.
may
not
as
he
rich
and
flavor.
"
please.
The Wadesboro Homemakers
MI Common spices or herbs
Club will meet at the home of
will add flavor to the broth
Hale is write leuers Seed al to Abby, les OW i.e
when coulung, as will a small
Mrs. Clete Young at 1:30 p.m.
Angeles, CaL 9000, for Abby's booklet. "How to Write
amount of chicken stock concentrate
Lsbers ler Al Oeeasises."
The Baptist Young Women of
Flint Church will meet at the
church at seven p.m.

20

Better lonath

Canadians Offer "Cool" Fashions For Spring '73

C.M. Hulse, and MISS Vivian
Hale, as hostesses.
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Mrs J.I. Hosick,
314 North 7th Street, at two p.m.,
Members note change in time.'
Social Concerns Committee
will meet at the Douglas Center,
at 7:30 p.m.
The executive board of the
Kirksey School PTA will meet
at the home of Mrs. Howard
Darnell at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 24
A bake sale will be held at
Roses Department Store
starting at 8:30 a.m. by the
Sunnyside Homemakers Club
with the proceeds to go toward
the fund for the Hurst Power
rescue tool, "Jaws of Life." .

Harris Grove Club
Has March Meeting
At Taylor Home

Two lessons were presentej.
at the meeting of the Harris
Grove Homemakers Club held
Wednesday, March 14, at one
o'clock in the afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Alfred Taylor.
Alaaaon on "Cooper Tooling."
was presented by Mrs James
Dixon and Mrs. Clifton Jones
who showed beautiful pictures
they had made
"Easy Housekeeping" wed
the other lesson presented by
Clifton Jones and Mrs. Bill
W
Mrs.rahet
Mrs. Eugene Nance presided
over the business meeting. Mts.
Bun Wilkerson gave the
devotion reading from I
Corinthians 13 1-13 Eleven
members answered the roll call
by telling "What I Owe To My
Country."
Women of the Oaks Country
Final plans for the rummage
Club will play bridge at 9:15
a.m. with Ada Sue Roberts as sale March 17 were made.
Lessons for 1973-74 were chosen
hostess.
by the members.
Mrs. Nance is serving on the
Baptist Young Women of
First Church will have a work- county committee to decide the
day at the home of Mrs. Bill places for the annual trip by the
Adams, Jr., at 9:30 a.m. and clubs. Landscape notes were
regular meeting in Adult I read by Mrs. Bobby Armstrong.
Delicious refreshments of
Assembly room of the church at
cake, ice cream, coffee, anti
6:30 p.m.
Coke were served by Mrs.
— —
Other
Taylor.
members
Thursday. March 22
The Murray Middle School present, not previously met,i,
honed, were Mrs. Azzie Lewis,
Parent-Teacher Association
will meet at seven p.m. lit the Mrs. Joe Williford, Mrs. Marvin
Parks, and Mrs. Frah)-Osmus,
school auditorium.
Visitors present were MI
Mahlon Trees, Mrs. Smith, M
The lets Department of the Junior Turner and baby boy,
Murray Woman's Club, will and Little Miss Tressa Armmeet at the club house at 7 30 strong.
The group will meet at mar,
p.m with Mesdames James
Rudy Allbraten, Felix Dunn, Lane Ceramic Shop on Wed.
A.H. Kopperud, W.C. Elkins. nesday, April 11. at one p.m.

Weight-Watchers
TRY

Diaphone-Forte
A pleasant way to
help decrease your
desire to eat. •
their spring '73
OASHIONS FROM THE NORTH — Canadian designers previewed
'
Award for Canadian
collections recently in New York at the first annual Melchers
Falls, Ontario, who
"Designer of the Year "Winner was John Warden, a native of Niagara
blue simple tennis look
and
white
red,
patriotically
His
Montreal.
of
Beverini's
designs for
pleated skirt in linen. Montreal's
dress, left, is created with a V-neck top and low breaking
blue. second from left, in high-waist
Par Morty showed dots and dashes in red, white and
snug fit through the hips, Matching red-stripe
pants which feature a double zipper for extra

dots, a Morty trademark, to
white wool, wrap-tie lacket is lined in navy and white polka
feminine pink to tennis court
of
touches
added
McDonaugh
Pat
Toronto's
match the shirt.
sleeveless cardigan top of rich
white to capture the Great Gatsby look, third from left The
below the hips. A cross-tie top
crepe de chine tops matching fluid pants with pleats breaking
Another fashion from Par
in pink and white polka dotted silk is bordered in candy stripes.
lacket with red and white, tiny wool
white
striped
red
a
featuring
suit
wool
Morty, ritiht, is a
shirt
check wo01 pleated skirt arid a navy and white polka-dotted silk

I; DRUGS
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135 Attend Golden Anniversary
Baseball Reunion at University

Western Carolina To Be First
MSU Football Opponent In Fall
Murray State University will
open a 10-game football
schedule next fall against
Western Carolina at Murray,
+57-The only change from last
year's schedule is the
replacement of Evansville with
Youngstown, a team the Racers
beat in 1970 in their only
previous meeting. Eastern
Kentucky will be Murray's
Homecoming opponent, Oct. 27.
Murray will play its home
games next fall in new Stewart
Stadium, a 16,800 seat facility,
scheduled for completion in
August.
The complete schedule
follows.
Sept 22-Tennessee Tech,

Home, 7:30 p.m.
Tennessee Tech, Horne, 7:30
p.in.
Sept. 29-Morehead, Home,
7,30 p.m.
Oct. 6-UT-Martin, Away,
7:30 p.m.
Oct. 13-Middle Tennessee,
Away, 2:00 p.m.
Oct. 29-East Tennessee,
Away, 2:09 p.m.
Oct. TT-Eastern Kentucky
1Homecoming), Home, 2:00
p.m.

Some 135 former baseball
players and baseball wellwishers attended the "Golden
AnaiiterSars BasebalIRunjgq
at Murray State University.
The reunion honored all
former players and coaches at
Murray with a reception and a
dinner. However, the baseball
game between Murray State
and Rutgers, which was to have

Fly Williams
Named Honorable
Mention on Team

Nov. 3-Austin Peay, Home,
1:30 p.m.
Nov. 10-Youngstown, Away,
8:00 p.m.
Nov. 17-Western Kentucky,
Away, 1:00 p.m.

Riggs expects
more millionaires
By PRANK MACOMBF:R
Copley News Service
A wiry little man who had
the galleries at Forest Hills
and Wimbledon gasping with
delight a generation and a
half ago has surfaced again,
this time as a prophet
Now 55 and bespectacled
but still erupting with the volcaruc blasts that kept ham at
the top of the sports pages in
the 1940s and 1950s, Bobby
Riggs makes these predictions:
Tennis, professional and
amateur alike, is the "in"
game now. The pros have
broken through to attract
purses which, while short of
those on the golden pro golf
tour, nevertheless keep about
100 players traveling around
the world to tournaments,
most of them earning at least
$15,000 a year in winnings.
Amateur tennis has caught
hold and grown to overtake
golf, for courts are more accessible than golf courses,
less expensive and the game
requires less tune
Doctors are playing tennis
now and urging their women
patients to play off their excess fat," says Bobby, winner
6i V national amateur titles
and 10 professional crowns
,over a span of nearly 30 years.
None of the -Big Five"
among iscrmen-terrns players
can beat the best of the men
and probably never will. If
any gal had a chance it would
ihave been the late Maureen
Mor- eonnoRY m her
prune.
- These pronouncements spill
:forth from Bobby during pub-.1ic appearances, but in an in:terview he grew more serious
and conceded professional
tennis had tough sledding until the U.S. lawn Tenrus Association in 1968 opened up tournaments to pros and ama-

teurs alike
-Now that the amateurs
can compete with the pros,
tennis has exploded," he says.
'Tennis has its first millionaire in Rod Laver, but there
will be others. Billie Jean
King was the first woman athlete to make $100,000 in a
year. And other women will
make it in tennis, too.
Television, an ideal rriediurn for tennis, has attracted
millions to the game who
never gave it much time before, either as a spectator or
participating sport, says
Riggs He now makes his
home at Newport Beach,
Calif , not far from the home
of bandleader Freddy Martin
Riggs, who gave up competitive tennis for about 15 years
and then came back to win
some senior events, emerged
nationally again with his recent challenge to Mrs. King.
He deposited $5,000 to be paid
to the wornen's world titleholder if she can beat him in a
best-of-three-set match Billie
Jean turned him down
Bobby was disappointed
over Mrs. King's refusal to
meet him, for she was his
prime target after complainpublicly that women tenon attracted Oast as
much attention as the men
and deserved fatter purses
,"The women shouldn't get
as much, and they don't, because they're not as good,"
Riggs insists.
Who are the young tennis
stars fuming along who
dispose of Laver, Ken Rosewall and the other veterans now at the top of the crest?
For once Bobby was
speechless
-There are so many good
young ones I couldn't even
guess who will wind up at the
top." he answers with a
sheepish grin.
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MURRAY STATE GO! FEftS: Scheduled to open their 1973 spring season Wednesday in the West
Florida-Alabama Intercollegiate at Pensacola, Fla., these Murray. State University golfers will
represent the l'niversity in the Ohio Valley Conference this year. Lett til right, front row: Kevin
Arnold, sophomore,Oswego, II; Mike Peprich, freshman. Louisville; ',tike Hoyle, sophomore, New
Orleans, La.: John Storms, sophomore, Brandenburg, and ('o-Captain .1,ihn quertermous, senior.
Murray. Rack row, left to right: Mike Roche, sophomore, Napeville Ill . Wally Young, senior,
Freeport,
Co-Captain Paul CelADO, junior. t'atonsi ilk, Std.; Toni %lira. sophomore, Normal,
David Buckingham,senior, Murray. and Coach Eaymond T Budd) Hewitt. The team will play
April 8-9 in the Kentucky Intercollegiate at Lexington. April 17-13 in the t entenary Invitational at
Shreveport, La.: and April 20-73 in the Chris Schenkle Intercollegiate at Statesboro, Ga.. before
, competing in the OV('Championships at Morehead on Ma) 18-19.

James (Fly) Williams was
one of 41 players throughout the
country named to honorable
mention on the 1973 major
college All-America team,
selected by the Associated
Press on the basis of votes from
sports writers and broadcasters
throughout the country
Williams was the only player
from the Ohio Valley Conference to be named to
honorable mention on the team.

Last-Second Shot Sends Alabama
Into Quarter-Finals Of Tourney
By KEN RAPPOPORT .
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YOFtK ( AP) - "There
wasn't any time to call a time
out," said Glenn Garrett.
So Garrett instead took a desperation shot-and it turned out
to be the best thing that Alabama's Crimson Tide could do.
Garrett's 20-foot shot with
one second left in the game
provided Alabama with a dramatic 87-86 basketball victory
over Manhattan Monday night
in the National Invitation Tournament.
"That's quite far out of my
range," said the Alabama forward. "I'm usually okay within
15 feet of the basket. But I followed the shot on the way down
and it looked like it had a pretty good chance of going in."
The ball dropped through the
basket without touching the rim
as the bum% went off. and delisted a highly partisan crowd
of 17,319 at Madison Square
Garden.
That field goal sent Alabama
into Thursday's quarter-finals
against Minnesota, which earlier defeated Rutgers 68-59. The
other quarter-final pairing
Thursday matches Virginia
Tech against Fairfield, winners
of first-round games Sunday.
The quarter-finals begin
tonight with North Carolina
meeting Massachusetts and

Notre Dame against Louisville,
all first-round winners over the
weekend.
The remaining games, however, may not come close in excitement to Monday night's affair between Manhattan and
Alabama. It was tense and torrid all the way-and had the
rowdy crowd roaring at each
new turn.
The combatants were locked
in a fierce duel all the way
through and everyone in the
Garden had an idea it would go
down to the end.
Henry Seawright, Manhattan's No. 6 man playing his
best half this year, kept the underdog Jaspers in it with 16
,agcond-balf points, many of
them
from
long
range.
Seawrig1111 delivered one of his
clutch field goals with two minutes remaining to give Manhattan an 84-113 lead.
But Leon Douglas, one of two
Alabama players saddled with
four fouls, stole the hall on a
Manhattan mbounds pass and
dribbled tbe.length of the court_
for a lay-up that moved the
Crimson Tide into an 85-84 lead
with 1:15 left.
George Bucci then bulled in
for a tough lay-up under a
crowded basket to make it 86-85
Manhattan with 57 seconds remaining and the cheering, flagwaving Jasper faithful exploded

Bill Walton Wins Player Of The
Year Honors With Little Contest
By KEN RAPPOPORT .
Associated Press Sports Witter
NEW YORK AP, - SW
'Walton, the superman of
UCLA's super team, was
named today the Associated
Press' college basketball Play.er of the Year for the second
straight season.
The 6-foot-11 center known a!
the "Big Red Machine" and
ringleader of the "Walton
Gang" won in a breeze over a
rich field of the nation's best
Despite damaged knees, the
bony redhead played the game
with wild abandon this season
and coaxed raves from Just
about everybody.
"He is the best ... better than
Bill Russell," said one opposing
coach.
"He is the best pivotman
ever to play college ball," said
another.
"He is the most dominating
center ever .. the next pro super star," added a professional
scout.
He was at least the most
dominating force on the nation's most dominating team.
Walton figured in every one of
UCLA's 26 victories during the
regular season, continuing a
personal streak of playing with
undefeated teams.
By the end of the regular season, Walton's streak from high
school reached an astronomical
120 games.
• The graceful 220-pound junior
averaged just above 20 points
and 17 rebounds a game, but
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that was only part of his contribution to the country's topranked team his year. His true
worth was measured in shotblocking, intimidation and as
triggerman in UCLA's superlative fast break.
His
most eye-catching
maneuver is the outlet pass.
Walton literally smothers the
ball leaping for a rebound 'and
almost in one motion while airborne, feeds it to a teammate
and away the Bruins go on a
fast break
He says he learned the
maneuver to help offset a physical handicap-a twisted knee,
that underwent surgery during
his sophomore year at Helix
High School near San Diego.
"I couldn't run very welleven after the operation," recalls the shy, complex 20-yearold. "So there was no way I
could stay with everybody in
our fast break. So, all I did was
get the rebound, make the
quick pass and watch everyone
go."
Just like Walton made it no
contest with UCLA's opponents,
he won 1973 Player of the Year
honors handily.
Among those receiving support from the nation's sports
writers and broadcasters were
David Thompson of North Carolina State; Ed Ratleff of Long
Beach; Kermit Washington of
American University; Providence's Ernie DiGregorio;
Doug Collins of Illinois State;
Dwight Lamar of Southwestern

Louisiana and Minnesota's Jim
Brewer
Walton, of course, was also
selected to the AP's 1973 AllAmerica team.
Joining the talented giant on
the first team were Thompson,
Ratleff, Washington and DiGregorio.
This year's second team All-

America selections consist of
Coffins, Lamar, Brewer, Keith
Wilkes of UCLA and Kevin
Joyce of South Carolina.
The third team includes Bill
Schaeffer of St. John's, N.Y.;
Mike Banton] of St. Joseph's,
Pa.; John Brown of MISSOUTI;
Tom McMillen of Maryland and
Richie Fuqua of Oral Roberts.

with noise.
'The noise swelled as the seconds ticked away and It looked
as if the Crimson Tide would
not get off another shot.
"Paul Ellis brought the ball
upcourt awfully slowly," said
Garrett "There was no time to
do anything but shoot."
The 6-8 forward didn't hesitate once getting the ball. He
launched the game-winning
shot in a hurry, setting off a
wild Alabama celebration on
the court
A snarling Manhattan crowd,
meanwhile, shouted expletives
at the visiting Alabamans. A
fight broke out in the stands between opposing fans and police
had to quell the outburst
-I'm glad we didn't call a
time out," said Alabama Coach
CM. Newton. "We aren't very
good on the inbounds pass, anyway."
-GlifftfffICOretrttpcitritirtrder.all for the Crimson Tide, now
21-6. Wendell Hudson, who
played much of the game with
four fouls, finished with 20
points to lead the WiritierS.
Charlie Mahoney had 23 points
and Seawright 20 as Manhattan
closed out its season with a 1610 record.
The opener was dull compared to the feverish nightcap.
Minnesota, although only winning by nine points, dispatched
Rutgers with clinical ease.
The muscular Gophers, with
four players in the starting
line-up at 6-foot-6 and over,
simply had too much of everything for the outgunned New
.1ersey independents, That the
Scarlet Knights finished within
sight of Minnesota at all was a
surprise.
John Somogyi, who scored 25
points overall, had 10 of them
in the first 10 minutes of the
game to keep Rutgers within
respectable distance The Scarlet Knights even had the lead
at one point-at 18-17-before
the Gophers took command of
the contest with a 12-0 tear late
in the first half.

Videotape system which allows :layer to study his batting
WATCH YOURSELF
or throwing habits is examined by pitcher Mickey Lolich. left, Detroit; Charley Lau,
center, Kansas City, and Dick Tracewski, right, Detroit Scene is Ft. Myers, Fla.

been the focal point of the
reunion, was cancelled because
of bad weather.
J:Matt Sparkman,a member
"aiilliiTrijr-eafirst baseball team,
reminisced about that team,
coached by Irby Koffman, and
the teams coached by Carlisle
Cutchin at the reunion dinner.
He said that those first teams
didn't play teams like Rutgers,
Purdue, and Brown as the
present Murray teams do.
"Those schools didn't know
where we were," he said.
"Come to think of it, we didn't
know where they were either."
Sparkman, who retired last
year as Murray's vice president
of student affairs, said that
getting to games and finding
uniforms for the players were
the biggest problems for the
early teams. "We would borrow
Model T's to drive to far-away
places, such as Princeton. We'd
asually stick in muddy roads
half a dozen times before we got
there and wait hours for ferries
to get across the river. The trips
were much harder on us than
the games."
John Robinson, Paducah, who
also talked of Coach Cutchin
and his teams at Murray said,
"Coach Cutchin tried to make a
scholar and gentleman of every
player he coached and despite
having to work with some extremely rough material, was
successful a suprising number
of times."

The streak, led by guard Bob
Nix, shot brawny Minnesota
Dr. Jim Bailey, chairman of
into a 29-18 lead and it was all the
physical
education
over at that juncture. The department
at
Marshall
Gophers built their lead to 19 University, discussed the teams
points at one stage in the sec- of the mid- 1950's coached
by
ond half.
Rex Alexander and Waldo
Sauter. "I guess you'd call our
Rutgers' Coach Dick IJoyd teams interim ones at Murray.
employed a frequent stall, but "We didn't have very good
it was no use against the Big records but we set the stage for
Ten team.
the great teams Johnny Reagan
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Milwauk
Separate

was to build." Dr. Bailey
related one anecdote which, he
said, "unfortunately, shows the
type of base running we did: I
ied off with a•- double- Dale
Alexander singled and I was
thrown out at home trying to
score. Dale was then thrown out
at second by the catcher. Don
Dingworth tripled next and was
thrown out when he overran
third. We'd had three straight
hits and three outs."
Bob "Hawk" Taylor, baseball
coach at Lambuth College,
sketched the highlights of
Reagan's years as head coach,
rioting that he had won 272
games while losing 147 and 7
Conference
Valley
Ohio
championships during his 14
years as coach. Taylor, former
major leaguer and Reagan's
assistant coach, said much of
Reagan's success came from
his recruiting good players who
were also good boys. "He then
develops a great rapport with
them, teaches them fundamentals better than any
coach I know, and makes
available to them some tinttools to aid them in becoming
better players."
Col. Bud Dubia was scheduled
to speak on the Cutchin era at
Murray State but was unable to
attend because of illness.
Each of the speakers and
former coaches or a member of
their families, was presented a
julep cup and a Murray State
Fiftieth Anniversary' Medallion
The mementos were contributed by the Bank of Murray,
Peoples
Bank, and Hopkinsville Federal Saving and Loan
The presentations were made
by MSU President Harry M
Sparks. Athletic Director Cal
Luther
was
master
of
ceremonies. Dr. Lynn Bridwell
of the MSU faculty headed the
reunion committee.

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports
Arizona's map is dolt..
towns like Scottsdale a
City where major leagu
ball teams are shaking o
winter cobwebs. The I
are close enough so
you're ambitious, a
enough, you can see..,
in.. more than one gam
same day.
Milwaukee's Gorman
is ambitious and a co
quality
lefthander
McDowell and Ken Hot
weren't fast enough to
slugging young outfield
day.
Thomas slammed
home run off San Fra
McDowell in a inor
squad game'lit Scottsda
hopped aboard a bus for
mile ride to Sun Ci
ripped another homer
two-run single agains
land's Holtzman in th
noon varsity game.
Milwaukee won both
the geographically
doubleheader, beating
ants 10-3 and then toppi
Land 5-4.
Hitting homers is
new for Thomas, who
Texas League with 28
Antonio last year and
at Danville to set a
League record the year
He US shooting for the
right field job and .
homers gave him
spring_ Manager Del
has been suitably unpr
"Each day he's gett
ter, but today we saw
potential,"
said
"Today we saw a big c
him. He's starting
with the shorter str
course, we know he's
to hit the home run ev
but we're more confide
him now."
There are two Dave
in the majors and one
had a very good day
other a very bad one.
Houston's Roberts,
seven scoreless inn
Astros edged Atlanta
allowed just two hits a
Manager Leo Dur
all about Marvin Mill
The other Ho
Diego's rang third
got his left eye in
Carmen Fanzone's
single and suffered a
will sideline him for f
What's more,?
cer drove in the
for the Chicago Cubs
decision over the P
Jose C,arderuil doub
the first two Cubs'
Cincinnati's Johrui
cracked his first ho
spring and the Reds
with a 7-3 victory
Bernie Garbo w

Roberto Clemente Expected
To Be Inducted Into Hall
ST
PETERSBURG, Fla.
AP) - Baseball's highest
tribute, the Hall of Fame, was
a certainty for Roberto Clemente even as he was still
-tiviiigirig a magic bat for the
Pittsburgh Pirates
It was only a matter of time.
But, since the flashy Puerto
Rican's death New Year's Eve
in the crash of a mercy flight:
strong attempts have been in
motion to speed the Hall of
Fame process.
Although rules specify that a
retiring player must wait five
years for induction, Clemente
was expected to be tabbed
today following a special election by the Baseball Writers
Association
Clemente was a native of
Carolina, Puerto Rico, and
starred for 18 seasons as Pittsburgh's rocket-armed right
fielder. His final hit was his
3,000th, placing him seventh in
the all-time National League
ranking.
He won four batting championships, in 1966with a .351
average, in 1964 with .339, in

1965 wtth .329 and in 1967 with
.357.
Obvious love for this gifted
athlete oozed from players,
baseball executives and fans
after he died while on a humanitarian mission to aid earthquake victims in Managua,
Nicaragua.
On the night of Dec. 31, a pision-driven airliner crashed into
the crystal Caribbean waters
and a lengthy search turned up
no trace of the Pirate great.
"We lost him-and we needed
him so bad," said Manny Sanguillen, a teammate of Roberto's
at Pittsburgh. "He was the
leader. When he went on the
field, it was like someone pushing you. You felt like going out
there to win.
Pittsburgh's players are
wearing a small, black swatch
on their uniform arms this season in tribute to the late Cle
mente.,„
Clenilkite played in 2,433
games, 10th among all-time National Leaguers. He ranked seventh in at-bats with 9,454 and
eighth in total bases with 4,492.

Thirteen times he hit over
.300, 12 times he was a NI, all
star and 12 Wiles he won tht
Golden Glove as the best defer;
sive right fielder in the league
FEgures, lifeleaS itiftlefes,
told only a portion of the Roberto Clemente story He was a
warm man, especially with the
youth of his nation, and was
idolized from the beaches of
San Juan to the streets of Pittsburgh.
Donations for a Clemente memorial rolled in after his death
The Pirate club gave $100,000
alone. A youth sports center
will be constructed in Puerto
Rico and will bear his name
When Clemente ended the
1972 season, his 18-year batting
average of .3)7 for the Pirates
was the highest among active
players. He had 240 home runs
rind 1.305 runs batted in.

Blue Debut H
For Manager,
SUN CITY, Ariz.
Vida Blue's spring pi
but was a happy
both the holdout left
Manager Dick Willie
Oakland A's
"He threw good,"
said Monday after
up the winning run'
to the Milwaukee Br
threw hell out of
was a good performs
Blue allowed two hi
innings, struck out
walked one.
"I wasn't trying
anyone,' Blue said.'
pretty happy with
threw."
With the Brewers
in the fifth, Johnny
gled, Blue unloa
pitch and Joe Lebo
Briggs home for w
the winning tally.

Kansas City Takes One
Point Win Over Portland
OMAHA, Neb. AP) - Nate
Archibald hit for 37 points Monday night to lead the Kansas
City-Omaha Kings to a 106-105
victory over Portland and in
the proces.s set a record which
"he didn't even know about."
Archibald became the first
guard in National Basketball
Association history to score
more than 1,000 goals in one
season-he now has 1,011.
Archibald joins a select group
of players who have tallied
over 1,000-Wilt Chamberlain,
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Rick
Barry and Elgin Baylor.
Archibeld, sitting alone in the
dressing room after the game,
said, "I'm tired of hearing
about all these broken records.
I wish they would just let me
play. I didn't even know about
this one."
Kansas City-Omaha had a 10point advantage midway
through the final period, but
Portland's Sidney Wicks hit 10
of his 26 points in the late going
to wipe out the Kings' bulge.
Wicks, however, missed a
chance to tie when he sank only
one of two free throws with 18

seconds left. Wicks fouled Archibald with five seconds remaining and Nate, who shoots
85 per cent at the line, fanned
the Trail Blazers' hopes by
missing both shots.
Kings Coach Bob Cousy was
somewhat dissatisfied with his
team's defensive play.
"We played excellent defense
in spurts and would get up to a
10-point lead," he said, "then
we would relax and think they
were going to come apart. If
this team (Port/and) doesn't do
anything else, it shoots well.
They would come back and
then we'd have to work like
hell again."
In the only other pro basketball game played Monday
night, Milwaukee clinched its
third successive NBA Midwest
Division crown, defeating Detroit 118-99.
Kareem
Abdul -Jabbar
scored 27 points and Oscar
Robertson had 25 for the Bucks,
who won their ninth straight.
Dave Bing and Bob Lanier
led the Pistons with 24
points
each.

GETTING SET'- Rusty
Staub of New York Mets
has a
1 00,000 plus
contract.

CATTLE AND
LIVESTOCK
BUYERS

Gr
Imp

WE NEED MEN
IN THIS AREA.
Train to buy cattle,
sheep and hogs.

IS THE
SEWN
IN THE

We wit ran Qualified men with tome
tvestock einertence For local
tntprvek *Me today including
complete background, address.
anti Owl number.

WESTERN MEAT PACKERS
TRAINING, INC.
4318 Woodcock, Sal Amino. Twat 787711
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Age May Prove To Be Loclac;i'is
Biggest Problem With Chicago

Milwaukee Wins Both Ends Of
Separate Park Doubleheader
By HAL BOCK .
middle of most of the action as
Eddie Leon's two-run single
Associated Press Sports Writer St. Louis trimmed Philadelphia In the ninth inning gave the
Arizona's map is &died with 1-4. He collected four hits in- Chicaga White Sox •3-2 victory
towns like Scottsdale and Sun cluding a double and triple and over Minnesota. Steve Stone
City where quijor league base- drove in two runs. But he also picked up the victory with four
ball teams are shaking off their committed two errors in the Innings of shutout relief.
winter cobwebs. The locations outfield that helped the Phillles
"ii
0 -iii
In other games, Montreal
••••
are close enough so that if to three runs.
.....
c
•
• 6•
4-1,
Detroit
Baltimore
whipped
.
si
0
II
single
a
had
Hebner
you're ambitious, and fast'
Richie
, • I• '
7Yankees
New
York
beat
the
ix
5
4
.
enough. you can see or play and a home run, driving in
in more than one game in the three runs in Pittsburgh's 84 5. San Francisco defeatrd
victory over Kansas City. Man- Cleveland 7-4, and California
same day.
Milwaukee's Gorman Thomas ny Sanguillen had a double and edged the University of Southern California 2-1.
two singles for the Pirates
IS ambitious and a couple of
s--Sam
lefthander
quality
McDowell and Ken Holtzmanweren't fast enough to stop the
slugging young outfielder Monday.
Thomas slammed a long
home run off San Francisco's
McDowell in a morning B
squad game-it Scottsdale, then
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)- degrees
hopped aboard a bus for the 20PRO TRAINING - Chicago Black Hawks goalie Tony
Rough River-Fishing in lake
mile ride to Sun City and Rising waters and falling
below the dam
Esposito coaches U S Deaf Association learn s goalie
ripped another homer and a temperatures have dimmed is off, but
Trout
at
Chicago Lea Tuahnybik 1 7 wears a double heating
and
Bass
White
Crappie,
major
all
in
prospects
fishing
Oaktwo-run single against
as player for Mame? High. Arlington Heights, Ill.
do-jigs
aid
minnows
on
good
to
fair
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white
land's Holtzman in the after- lakes, with the
muddy,
to
murky
and spinners;
halted completely.
noon varsity game.
The Fish and Wildlife Re- rising and 56 degrees.
Milwaukee won both ends of
Bucktiorn--Fishing off due to
the geographically separated sources Department gave this
a 40-foot rise; muddy and risdoubleheader, beating the Gi- nojdown Monday:
Green-Crappie good in lower ing arid 51 degrees
ants 10-3 and then topping Oaksection on minnows along
land 5-4.
Hitting homers is nothing treetops and stickups; Black
new for Thomas, who led the Bass fair in upper lake by castTexas League with 26 at San ing and jigging dollflies along
Antonio last year and tagged 31 rocky banks and treetops; beBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS know,'' Slater said. "These
at Danville to set a Midwest low dam, Trout fair on worms,
Brian McDonald scored two players read this and they've
League record the year before. cheese and corn; clear to mur1 goals in the third period for got a lot of pride I hope after
He is shooting for the Brewers' ky to muddy, rising and 53 deHouston, J P. LeBlanc scored the season is over I can sit
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Delmar Brewer
good
to
fair
-Crappie
Barkley
three
in
hits
two
allowed
Blue
179
Union Trust Classic
$50.000
T C Hargrove
176
innings, struck out two and on minnows in tributary heacis Lyman Dixon
173
ON - Billy MarWASHINGT
12
Ron
dam
Pace
below
and stickups;
walked one.
170
Robby LatITPI
tin, a 16-year-old from Palos
of
heads
in
clear
open;
gates
impress
to
trying
wasn't
"I
Women
Verdes, Calif., outdueled John
anyone,"Blue said "But I was snail tributaries, math lake Patsy Neale
165
of Australia, 6-0, 6-2 to
Cooper
52
and
rising
153
Betty Dixon
pretty happy with the way I murky to muddy,
highlight opening round play at
150
Parker
Judy
degrees.
threw."
147 the
Equity Funding InterLa Vaughn Latimer
Dewey-All fishing off; 15's Hilde
147
With the Brewers leading 4-2
Burket
Indoor Championship.
national
54
and
falling
141
Burlene Brewer
in the fifth, Johnny Briggs sin- foot rise; muddy,
wild
a
unloaded
Blue
gled,
pitch and Joe Lahoud doubled
Briggs home for what became
the winning tally.

Fishing Prospects
Dimmed Over State

Bowling
Standings

Houston, Los Angeles
Battle For No. 2 Spot

Sports
In Brief

and Jim Hickman,
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP)- successive 313-victory season- to Japan,
most under-rated
Whitey Lockman, who stepped last year finishing with 20-12, the club's
player.
strikeouts,
fewest
his
with
but
DuroLeo
in_irlAn. his old boas
Hickman an Pepitans als
, In his notable six-season
cher stepped out, just may
can be platooned in a first-rate .
rect the Chicago Cubs to the Cub stretch.
Behind Jenkins and Pappas outfield including matchless,
National League East pennant
batted .333 last
in his first full big league man- (17-7), who won his last 11 Williams, who
games including a near-perfect season; Rick Monday in center
agerial season.
in
Lockman,one-time New York no-hitter against San Diego, are and revived Jose_ Cardenal
right.
They
Giant star under Durocher, was a pair of able youngsters.
Catching is Lockman's big
drafted as Cub assistant to the are Burt Hooton ( 11-14), who
with only Ken Rudolph,
worry,
last
no-hitter
a
pitched
Duroalso
to
replace
vice president
availcher July 24 when the aging season, and Rick Fteuschel, ar- a .236 hitter last season,
comeback try
Lip resigned after a seven sea- riving in miciseason and posting able if Hundley's
after two seasons of serious
son roller-coaster Cub regime. 10-8 and a 2.93 ERA
knee injury doesn't Improve
Playing at a languid .500
The Cub infield may be the over last year.
pace under media-heckled
league's beet balanced with
Randy worked 114 games and
Durocher, the Cubs perked un- big
nger-Beckert joined had a feeble .218 average, while
Santo-Kessi
der the no-nonsense, no-wiseat first by either Joe Pepitone, Ni. rivals were taking liberties
cracking Lockman for a 39-26
back after a brief 1972 "retire- with his once deadly throwing
percentage
a
.600
and
record
and a threatened jump arm
ment"
over their last 65 games.
That still left the Cubs a second-place finish in the NL East
race, 11 games behind the
champion Pittsburgh Pirates.
But just when it looks like the
talented Cubs may capture the
pennant they've been reaching
for since 1969, they may prove
to have become the over-thehill gang.
NBA
dance. R I
No fewer than nine key Cubs
Eastern Conference
Only games scheduled
Division
Atlantic
are 30 years old or over, inWednesday's Games
W L. Pct G.E.
C.hicago at Boston
cluding major league batting Roston
813 61 14
New York
Atlanteet
713 67
37 73
champion Billy Williams (34); New York
Cleveland at Philadelphia
210 40
21 SA
Buffalo
wheel horse third baseman Ron Philadelphia
HoustOn at Baltimore
115 53.
9 69
Kansas City
Los Angeles vs
Santo (33); first-sackers Jim
Central Division
at Kansas City
Omaha
49 77 645
Baltimore
Pepitane
Joe
I
and
35)
Hickman
Portland at Detroit
566 6
Atlanta
43 33
Buffalo at 11110en.x
(32); All-Star second baseman Cleveland
357 19,
29 416
Milwaukee at Seattle
352 70
79 47
Glenn 13eckert (32), and slick Houston
ASA
Western Conference
shortstop Don Kessinger 30).
East
Midwest Division
PcI GB.
714 -W I
SS 77
Pitching mainstay Milt Pap- Milwaukee
684
6
54 25
636
49
75
Carolina
pas is 33. Veteran lefty Juan Ch,c8(20
646 3
SI 25
ass 20
Keritacky
35 42
Detroit
Pizzaro is 36, while one of K( OfTlahll
513 13'
40 18
3544 44)21
Virginia
York
SO
367 75
79
Division
New
Pacific
Locknum's biggest problems737
270 37
27 57
56 20
Memphis
Los Angeles
behind the plate-involves 30- Golden
597
ii
31
45
West
State
667
52 26
34 43
443
Utah
year-old Randy Hundley, still Phoenix
335 3014. Indiana
30 615 4
51
36
Seattle
former
trying to regain his
SS
247
19
37'h
43 35 SS I 9
Denver
Portland
iron-man status.
ZS si 35-4 74' 7
San Dew
Monday's Games
32.5 26' v
$3
Still, the Cubs appear solidi-goenses Cif y Omaha 106.
land 105
Tuesday's Games
and Lockman's acquisition of
Milwaukee 118, Detroit 99
Virginia at Della*
Only games scheduled
Dave LaRoche from the MinDenver at Memphis
Tuesday's Games
Weh at San Diego
nesota Twins and Bob Locker
Los Angeles at Atlanta
Only games scheduled
from the Oakland A's should
Kansas City
Buffalo vs
Wednesday's Games
Omaha at Kansas City
plug a big gap in the bullpen.
Denver at New York
Pri,iadelphia at Cleveland
et Kentucky
Memphis
The ace of the staff, of
Portland at Chicago
Dallas at Indiana
Seattle at Golden Stale
course, is towering Fergy JenOnly
games
scheduled
Boston at Provo
Houston vs
kins, who is seeking a seventh

Pro Cage Standings
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FOOTBALL
JERSEYS
4 Colors to Choose From
Reg.'3.95

Blue Debut Happy
For Manager, Too

NOW $295

KNIT SHIRTS
Save 50 Per Cent
Large Selection

1 2 Price!
/

RECORDS
ALL -REGULAR
STOCK ALBUMS
Reg. '4.55 NOW 13.55
Reg. '5.98

NOW $4.55 +

Reg. *7.50

NOW $5.95

NEW
ARRIVALS
Boys Baseball Shirts
One Number or Name
Printed Free!!

FREE!

FREE!

ONE NAME OR NUMBER
ON ANY JERSEY

'THE CARR RATINGS
IlY

THE

Great

Imperial
IS THE LARGEST
SELLING CIGAR
IN THE WORLD
O

004204144_

TOP TWENTY TEAMS - MARCH 16, 1973

-1040

A.

I - U. C. L

NO. CAROLINA ST.
15•7▪10-

esoviciamer

-1043

-t00 0

- 59.3
INDIANA
LONG 16EACH STATE - 96.1
-57,9
MINNESOTA
-17.3
MARYLAND
- 96.4
MEMPHIS STATE
94.3
SAN FRANCISCO
- $4,1
NORTH CAROLINA

OPPONENT
N. C, A, A, FINALS- ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
FAVORITE

MARGIN
3-2•-73

PROVIDENCE
U. C. L. A.

,
illai6.43o

INDIANA
U. C. L, A.

MEMPHIS STATE
1
INDIANA
11
3-25-73.
MEMPHIS STATE
2
9

PROVIDENCE

25;

KING
EDWARD

PROVIDENCE
1,) C L. A.

2
10

INDIANA
MEMPHIS STATE

1
111
12 1314 IS 16 77 16 19 20 -

KENTUCKY
MARQUETTE
S. W LOUISIANA
HOUSTON
KANSAS STATE
MISSOURI
ALABAMA
VANDEREHLT
SOUTH CAROLINA
NEW MEXICO

- 95.7
- 95 5
- 95 4
- $4,11
- 94.3
- 94.0
- 93.6
-93.1

- es.p
- 92.6

N. I. T. - NEW YORK City - UI6RAIRED
MINNESOTA-- 97.9
NO. CAROLINA- 96.1
ALABAMA,---- 93 6
LOUISVILLE-- 92.2

NOTRE DAME-- 69.5,
MANHATTAN-'--__S3.07
MASS.--------110.5.

'
VA. TECH--..- 91.2 FAIRFIELD------79 3 •
• INDICATES PRORAELE COURT ADVANTAGE
DUE TO LOCATION. FAN ATTENDANCE. ETC
NOTE- THE FINAL CARP RATINGS WILL BE
RELEASES AFTER THE TOURNAMENTS APF
comeLEtsci 11111

PCT-1154
_SIL5g1.0-5a5
HIT-411112
COPYRIBFIT 1173 SY THE CARS RATINGS SERVICE

5EngOltilfECVM2.

Sale Items Not Included

DON CARS

NYLON
JACKETS
Reg. *10.95
$795
SALE

POSTERS
1 2Price!
/

* OPEN ALL WEEK *

WALLACE'S BOOKSTORE
Across from MSU Library
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Grazing May Endanger Fast
Growing Small Grain Crops

Books L
hedge

iaation

,LEXINGTON, Ky.-Farmers of Kentucky 'College of lower are batter than 95 per
-T,--riccortMiir to Jerry -Hill,
tft
take their cattle our—fiericulta-re.
Service's
of the small grain fields earlier
Bitter and Davis say the the National Weather
By CARL W. RITTER
than usual this year because of warm temperatures have agricultural meteorologist at
Copley News Service
the warm weather'early in allowed small grains to lose UK. Hill says there is a 75 per
March. That is the advice of winter-hardiness and begin cent chance that the mercury
With most people today, it
Morris J. Bitzer and D.L. Davis, early growth. Most of the early will drop to 2$ degrees, and appears that keeping a fair
24
to
drop
a
for
probabilities
agronomists at the University growth comes from leaves
of what you've got is a
50 per cent. share
developing and becoming degrees are above
tougher problem than getting
were
which
grains
Small
longer, and the early growth
it in the first place.
late in the fall have
Justifiably, fears of inflacan be grazed without danger to seeded
tillering
little
very
developed
tion are reviving, and atgram production.
a good tempting to hedge against
However, to liarvest small and have not developed
note Baser and erosion of values is awn a
grains for grain production, halt root system,
grams, valid pursuit.
grazing as soon as elongation or Davis. For these small
topdressing
recommend
they
Popular hedges include real
begins,
stem
the
of
jointing
UK with 40-60 pounds of nitrogen as estate, natural resource
the
to
according
The stiffer- stocks, gold, silver, diaagronomists. At this stage, the 800f4 as possible.
respond monds, stamps, antiques, oil
will
wheats
strewed
moving
and
developing
spike is
of paintings and certain other
rates
higher
the
to
best
towards
stem
the
up
A Jesus Festival is being
kinds of art. Intrinsic value is
this nitrogen.
at
Grazing
emergence.
sponsored by the Kentucky
grains that the key
small
on
Nitrogen
grain
reduce
greatly
will
stage
Baptist Convention and the
One art form, in a wide
yields. If warm weather con- are rapidly growing will inS;eneral Association of Baptists
is books. And the posense,
winterkill
for
chance
the
crease
tinuesr it will be necessary to
tential of selected boots as an
in Kentucky It will take place
earlier than from late freezing temgrazing
discontinue
at Freedom Hall, Louisville,
peratures, according to the UK inflation hedge has been
in previous years.
April 10 beginning at 5:00 p.m.
agronomists. Balbo rye is largely overlooked.
The word from a number of
Celebrations and festivals
Bitzer and Dr& point out growing the most rapidly
have been conducted widely that the warm temperatures during the warm weather. This major book dealers in major
across our United States, but have also increased the chances rye should get heavy grazing to cities throughout the United
this function will be different for winterkill of small grains. If keep it from heading and States, however, is that book
from many of those previously a severe freeze occurs later in becoming extremely tall unless collecting is definitely on the
conducted, a spokesman said. the month, winterkilling of you plan to use it for early fl.Se
At least one leading book
Young people of every barley and oats and some silage.
dealer says he's paying five
description are encouraged to damage to wheat is likely. The
Tobacco ground seeded to rye
times as much to buy back
be in attendance to participate early growth of small grains should be plowed earlier
books he sold eight to
certain
in and hear outstanding folk during the warm weather than usual to allow extra time
10 years ago.
music groups from across reduces the tolerance to win- for the rye to decay.
Moreover, these are not
Kentucky, he added.
terkill. Other factors closely
If freezing temperatures necessarily rare editions. A
''These young people have tied in with winterkill are occur, Bitxer and Davis say to first edition of Ernest Hembeen encouraged to come in heaving, alternating tern- expect some winterkill and ingway's "Farewell to Arms"
buses or in caravans of cars peratiwes,smothering from ice, reduction in small grain yields, in duo condition is bringing
during Kentucky Education disease- unfavorable expecially in barley and oats. If --vreisallb2454 today, whereas
Association's meeting when moisture conditions.
severe killing occurs, the UK - it could have been bought for
many of the schools in our state
E. M.
What are the chances for a scientists say it may be best to $15 in the late 1950a
will be closed, and as they
use the small grains strictly for Forster's "Passage to India"
before
end
severe
the
of
freeze
come, they will be distributing
Is said to have gone from $5 to
March' The probability of a mulch and plant no-till corn or
flyers, Jesus Festival stickers
$100 within 13 years.
May.
in
early
soybeans
temperatures 32 degrees or
and share what they know about
Quoting Alexander Hamilton Institute's current busiJesus to people along the way,"
ness bulletin:
the spokesman said.
"Fantastic prices for presuniversallyecclaimed
The
entation copies of recent
Spurrlows will present their
books, handwritten manuDon
program about whom
scripts, and even the recent
about her I was aboard anHearn of the Washington Daily
By JACK VVEBB
letters of the great and near
other ship, and I was singing
News said:
Copley News Service
great do not necessarily put
in the nightclub One night she
"is easily the most thoroughly
the field of book collecting out
came up to me - she's a little,
entertaining act Frankly I
John Flynn is a baritone
of reach of the average inchubby: woman -- and she
flipped. The Spurrlows show is
voice.
singer with a delightful
vestor.
said, with a voice full of innot to be mimed. It's all tossed
He is also a recreation direc"There are many good
tensity
together with finesse, delightful
tor and a professional comliSt in short supply that
"'books
choreography, energetic
-Oh, Mr Flynn, you sing
panion to wealthy men and
appreciate every year a colaudience participation, action
so wonderfully. But if there's
women, and there are rumors
lector hangs onto them
one song you'd sing, you'd be
and enough comedy to keep the
that he chops lettuce in
"Prices now being asked for
of
one
famous'
evening
entire
kitchens
first editions of such contemmemorable antaftlaument.
porary authors as Barth, UpFlynn, a handsome devil
-Then she put her ftnger beWhen they combine to serve up
dike and Fowles are well beover 6 feet tall with a charm.' side her nose in thought, and
a
have
a lyric such as "and we'll
low the 150 level, yet these
ing smile, is an entertainer se
amid, 'Oh. if I could only rereal good time," take it as a
books are bound to experience
the IS. Hamburg, the spank-, member that song"
guarantee you'll have just
considerable appreciation in
mg new cruise ship now sailThis went on for days, and
.t15at:'
the years ahead.••
ing from San Fi mian.
she was driving me crazy
Don Blaylock of the Kentucky
The neophyte book collector
Lou Angeles for Mexico, the
finally
and
about this song,
Baptist Convention, widely
of modest means is advised by
Caribbean and the Far East
she came up to me and said,
people's and
AHI, a personal advisory serknown young
(depending on the time of the
'That song - oh, I know you'll
vice, to concentrate on buildstudent worker will be • the
yew).
love it - that song is Minnie
ing a unique library, rather
master of ceremonies assisted
Flynn, who has been sailing
Mermaid.'"
the
than trying to outbid more exby J.C. Pyles of the General
on cruise ships for several
perienced collectors for allFlynn is not really anxious
Association of Baptists as
years, sees the sea-voyager's
time favorites.
to make a name for himself in
director of music Everyone is
life as delightfully varied,
"The best starting point is
the world outside the cruise
invited and admission is free.
with endless opportunties for
from a genuine interest in
ships. He is having the time of
"Come Go With Me" will be the
meeting entertaining and unsome particular field, which
his life already
byword of the expected 10,000usual people And he has
leads you to collect the early
dozens of stones to prove it 15,000 young people who are to
"There is an intimacy that
literature on the sublect."
Terry.
Lady
about
one
the
2300
of
like
choir
A
be in attendance.
develops aboard a cruise
It is pointed out that an
has already been enlisted from
ship," said Flynn, -that you
-There's a lady on the East
amateur collection of early
don't
the churches across Kentucky.
fund
anywhere
else."
Terry,"
Coast called Lady
American books and pamsaid Flynn, settling himself
It's true, as anyone who has
phlets went to a university for
into a chair in the nightclub of
been on a cruise will tell you
$40,000 and a collection of
the Hamburg, which was one
-including Axel Christensen,
cookbooks went to another
day out of Puerto Vallarta,
the president of the German
school for $20,000.
Mexico.
Odrinex can help you become the trim
Atlantic Lines.
The institute says moat urnslim person you want to be °Miner is
versities now have budgets
almost
spends
Terry
"Lady
"Even
old
with
little
ladies
a tiny tablet and easily swallowed Con
for good small collections and
the whole year on cruise
falsies and a wooden leg,"
tains no dangerous drugs No starving
some newer schools lacking
ships. She once lived in New
Christensen had said the night
No special exercise Get rid of excess
much original source mateYork, but it cost too much to
fat and bye longer. Odrnwx has been
before, in the same lounge,
rial are avid buyers of good
maintain herself in the style
used successfully by thousands ell over
with a gentle wink, "find
private collections.
the country for 14 years. Odrinex Plan
to which she was accustomed.
themselves getting into the
costs 53 25 and the liege OCOrlorily stir
The demand for Americans
swing of things on a cruise
like a queen
treated
"She's
your
or
fat
ugly
lose
must
You
15 25
has become feverish, AHT
ship "
aboard ship," said Flynn,
motley will be refunded by your druggist
notes, "with such peripheral
"and she loves every minute
'to questions asked Accept no sub
An, yes And, on that note,
material as old cowboy
:Mutes Sold with this guarantee by
of it
we draw a delicate curtain
stories and romances fetching
over further events on the T.S.
prices in the thousands."
"She's also a little
well
Hamburg.
Alexander Hamilton InstiLet me tell you one story
Central Shopping Center
tute says examples of astute
amateur collectors include a
physician who amassed much
early literature on venereal
disease, a librarian who put
together a complete set of the
first editions of "The Wizard
of Oz" and a teacher vrho as510 Main Street Open Under New Management Phone 753-2975 sernbled some 80 volumes
written by Anthony Trollope.

Baptists
To Sponsor
Festival

He likes life on sea

MOTORWAYS

Jumper cable
hooOp simple
By JON THOMPSON
Copley News Service

and the cloth will keep you
from being sprayed with battery acid.
4. Now connect one cable to
the positive terminals of both
batteries; that done, and with
both engines still off, connect
the second cable to the negative terminal of the booster
battery, which will be marked
. with a minus sign. Positive
mina's are marked with a
"Plus sign.
5 Now connect the loose end
of the negative cable to a
ground connection on your
disabled car such as the engine block. This will safeguard your car's electrical
system.
Now start the car with the
good battery and once it is
running, start your own car.
Then reverse the five steps to
remove the jumper cables.
And hope you can make it to
a gas station before the car
&es on you in traffic.

We've all had it happen,
right'
We're in a terrible rush to
get to the office, or we're going to be late for the dentist's
appointment it took us four
months to get.
We rush out to the garage,
jump into our car, twist the
key and sit there muttering
to ourselves as the realization
that our battery is dead slowly
sinks in
So we call the boas to say
we'll be in late or we cancel
that dentist's appointment
(we chdret really want him
poking around in ow mouth
anyway, right?). And then we
get out the jumper cables and
try and get the neighbor to
bring his car up close to curs
so we can scavenge a little
power from ha battery.
Well, jumper cables look
simple enough all right, but
Q. I recently purchased a
improper use of these very
"72 Chevrolet with a 400-cubicuseful hunks of wire can lead
inch engine and two problems
to personal injury or damage
continue to bother me First,
to your car's electrical systhe belts that drive the accestem
sories squeal no matter what I
But doing it right isn't
do to them. Second, the car's
really hard. All you've got to
front disc brakes have a perdo Is keep in mind five simple
silent squeal. Can I get rid of
( and sometimes very obviOen =WC — Larry Joh•ous) steps when using jumper
----smoolkrosalley, Wis.
cables'
1 Make sure your stalled
A. Some belt dressing apcar and the oar with the workplied to the belts, not the
ing battery are not touching.
pullies, might help If riot,
Contact between the two cars
make sure the water pump,
could create an electrical
alternator and other accessoshort circuit that could throw
ries turn freely. That could
showers of sparks when you
well be your problem. As to
connect the booster cables.
the brakes, many people have
2 Turn off all electrical acfound that a dose of heat-recessories in your car so the
sistant spray paint applied t6
only thing taking juice
the outside of the brake backthrough the jumper cables is
ing plates helps dull the disc
your dead battery Make sure
brake squeal
your car's parking brake is
set and the transmission is in
Automotive questions of
ether neutral or "park" posigeneral Interest will be amtion.
swered in this column. U yes
3 Remove the vent caps
have a question about your
tin= the two batteries and
car, motorcycle or recreecover the vent holes with a
Usual vehicle write to Motorcloth The cap removal lessways, Copley News Service,
ens the danger of explosion
La care of this newspaper.

FRANKFORT, Ky
month report on the r
pediatr
sponsored
neurology clinics for c
Kentucky shows tts
over to contractual se
medical and econorni
a state official rec
nounced.
Jorge Deju, M.D.,
niaterrill and chil
IMCH) in the state
sa)
Department,
reorganized traveli
program ( which mo
children suffering frc
retardation, learning
epilepsy, crebral p
speech, hearing ar
problems) Is meetir
jective to provide
services to more child
cost.
Previously, MC'H
direct services under
known as the Child
In enormous pouched bill this
ENTERTAINING
London, England, zoo pelican can store a fish or two

Pagliai's Pizza

Your Individt

sits
vat
PUT
TO WORK FOR YOU

France
FOR W
Look in the secUor
your birthday comes
what your outlook is,
to the stars
•

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Don't let a.m
pomtments get you ci
progress indicated c
hours after noon Tr
the pace.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 2D
Day particularly I
cupational interest
should come your s
difficult job well han
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
You usually like to
own problems but, rt
friend may give yoi
you need for ei
yourself from a trick)
CANCER
(June 72 to July 231
Mixed influences_ I
7...Unexpected. Others i
*
your activities IT
misunderstood
arrangements
LEO
(July 74 to Aug 231
Your day to get
associate of import&
surprisingly helpful
for advice. Romanc
too.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
Some good news
for will come at th
suspenseful day. Bo
and not too anxious.
LIBRA
I Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
relE
Personal
somewhat unsettl:
become involved in
of others. Results
disastrous.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
A favorable day f
negotiations, des
superiors. On the pe
look for a happy n
of good will you've
PostSAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Jupiter influences
business and finan

* ELECT ..* ..
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Your Vote and Influence Is Greatly Appreciated
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15% OFF ON ALL LARGE GROUP ORDERS

Free Delivery Every Evening
* Pizza

*

Spaghetti

* Poor Boy Sandwiches

Every Tuesday

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
Open 4:00 p.m. Every Day

Only

99
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Prepared-

Air travelers face
exotic disease peril
Prof. Ian Maegraith, of the
Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine, said in Medical
News recently that travel
agents should warn the public
about the danger of contracting tropical diseases if the
passenger is bound for an
area where diseases like
malaria are endemic. -Diagnosis could be difficult,
he said, because air travel
means a malaria victim could
be home 10 or 11 days before
symptoms appear and doctors
"do not always think to look
for the diseases."
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Report Shows Pediatric Clinics
Are Medical, Economic Success

Kentucky Derby Festival To Be
Testing means
survival for
A 'People Festival' This Year
cosmetics industry
bicyclists from all over the
country to compete.
Other new events that
promise to add variety are a
centered around the world's Derby_ Festival Basketball
most famous horse race, the Classic and a special Cavalcade
Kentucky Derby. However, of Music.
Festival
Derby
The
according to Festival Executive
Vice President, John R. Basketball Classic, slated for
Guthrie, this year's activities April 28 in Freedom Hall, will
bring a 10-man Kentucky will include much more.
High School All-Star
Indiana
"We realize the prestige and Team to challenge the 10-man
importance of the Derby has no team of the best high school Allequal," said Guthrie. "It is the
Americans from across the
Festival's goal to enhance the
nation. Coaches for both teams
Derby and to compliment it
will be chosen from Kentucky
with a series of special events
high schools.
for
"Run
the
make
only
that not
The WHAS Cavalcade of
the Rases" the most famous two
Fair and
minutes in sports but to make music at the State
feature
will
Center
Exposition
exciting
most
the
Derby Week
musicians
school
high
1,500
over
and thrilling Festival in the
demonstrating their marching
country," he said
ability and musical talent. High
This year the Festival claims school marching bands from 10
to be a "people festival"— states including Kentucky and
something for everybody. Many Indiana will compete
new events and many of them
Over 25 colorful floats will be
free have been added to the participating in the Festival's
week's long list of activities.
major event—The Pegasus
The Festival will literally Parade—on Thursday, May 3,
take to the air this April, as well along with an equal number of
as to the river and the streets of
drill teams, bands, and
Louisville's new River City speciality performers. This
Mall. "The Great Balloon year's parade theme LS "Great
Race" sponsored by National
Books."
Industries will be a colorful new
Bringing the Festival to the
addition to the ever expanding
of
list of free events that include. people is Guthrie's aim. One
that
manifest
to
events
new
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the exciting race between the
show
two Ohio boats, the Belle of will be a traveling music
Move"
the
on
"Music
called
Queen
and
the
Delta
Louisville
of Cincinnati, and the bicycle sponsored by the General
race through the downtown Electric Company. Three
will give a
streets that brings amateur groups of musicians
The Kentucky Derby Festival
was established in 1956 and
during the past 18 years most of
the Festival's events were
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As one example of the expansion, he cited the UK
Department of Neurology's
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traveling team (under Dr.
which
Baumann)
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of clinics held and the number
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—A sixmonth report on the new state.
and
pediatric
sponsored
neurology clinics for children in
Kentucky shows the switchover to contractual services is a
medical and economic success,
a state official recently announced.
Jorge Deju, M.D., director of
materrfal and child health
1MCH) in the state Health
the
said
Department,
reorganized traveling clinic
program (which mostly helps
children suffering from mental
retardation, learning disorders,
ePdaclay, crebral PalaY and
speech, hearing and visual
problems) Is meeting its objective to provide greater
services to more children at less
cost.
Previously, MCH provided
direct services under what was
known as the Child Develop-

ment Program. Under the new
setup, it contracts with existing
agencies to provide such services.
The primary aim of MCH in
the program is to coordinate the
various health agencies—state
and local—to expand medical
children.
for
services
Cooperation, not competition, is
the keynote of the program, Dr.
Deju stresses.
"The cooperation among
state and local health agencies,
private physicians and other
health professionals enables
MCItl 1,c1 provide a more complete range of child health
services and follow-up care, not
only on clinic days but in the
weeks between clinics," he
added.
To date, the pediatric and
neurological clinics have been
conducted under contracts with
the University of Kentucky

Your Individual Horoscope

total of 54 performances in ):
various' locations such as; •
parks, shopping centers, and
other locations throughout the
city and county.
A Pegasus button selling for -a.
$1 will make its first ap-•.;
pearance in April.
A "pop" concert by the
Louisville Symphony, ac-I
companied by fireworks, will be 4
repeated at Oxrnoor Center. - The- Mall on Shelbyville Road •"%;
will hold the first Derby
Festival of Art.
Square dancing in the streets _.
and the annual Pedalathon at;
the Kentucky State Fairgrounds A
Speedway are also a part of the
Festival schedule
Other new events are still in
the planning stage and will be
announced as soon as schedules
are arranged

Russians say soccer
is not for women
The State Committee for
Physical Culture and Sport,
Moscow, warned recently that
women who play football are
displaying "harmful social
tendencies" and that doctors
consider soccer "harmful to
the female organism, not to
mention the fact that it causes
unhealthy agitation."
The committee also condemns games and exercises,
including bridge, karate,
judo, body building and certain types of yoga for having
"nothing in common with the
Soviet system of physical educatiOrl."

.w24
.

NH

nAPA"

MONEY DOWN
FINANCE CHARGE

WITH 6 MONTHS TO PAY

øc

SIZES

Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
questions about how your tax return

was

New 'lifeguard' bus
protects school kids

prepared.

C
GCALKIBLOCII
0 Mr
THE INCOME

TAX ft

NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG.
Mame 7534294
Open 9am 6 p m weekdays, 1 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

A new "lifeguard" school
bus, claimed to be the greatest step forward in road safety since the all-steel bus appeared 40 years ago, will be
demonstrated at Richmond,
Ind.
The bus, designed to cradle
children in broad bands of
steel and swaddle them in
thick padding to reduce the
chances of injuries in accidents, has extra-large windows for emergency exits and
the interior is designed so that
there are no sharp edges.

I

I
FREE
MOUNTING

$18.95*
$20.95
11144 $21.95
I178-14 $22.95
618-111 $21.95
Nib-11 $22.95
J78-15 $23.95
L11-15 $24.95
E71-14
F48-14

124‘,Ci

Gilletbe

PRICE

AS LOW
AS
$18954
EU 14

NO MONEY DOWN
NO FINANCE CHANGE
6 MONTHS TO PAY

• NEW CAR SINGLE WHITE WAL
• UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED FOR
THE LIFE OF THE
TREAD WITH FREE
REPLACEMENT THE
1st 25%0F TIRE
LIFE

• 12/32" Tread Depth
•4 Ply Polyester Cord
•78 Series Design
• Dual White Sidewall
C78-13
C78-14
E78-14
F78-14

G78-14
H78-14
G78-15
H78-15

$21.95*
$21.95
$22.95
$23.95
$24.95
$25.95
$24.95
$25.95

Formed Master Tire Servi

EWING TIRE SERVICE
Phone 753-3164
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points - Murray
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 — Sat. 7:30-5:00
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Grazing May Endanger Fast
Growing Small Grain Crops
LEXINGTON, Ky.—Farmers of Kentucky College of lower are better than 95 per
cent, according to Jerry Hill,
will need to take their cattle out Agriculture.
Service's
of the small grain fields earlier
Bitzer and Davis say the the National Weather
than usual this year because of warm temperatures have agricultural meteorologist at
the warm weather early in allowed small grains to lose UK. Hill says there is a 75 per
March That is the advice of winter-hardiness and begin cent chance that the mercury
Morns J Bitzer and 1)1, Davis, early growth. Most of the early will drop to 28 degrees, and
agronomists at the University growth comes from leaves probabilities for a drop to 24
developing and becoming degrees are above 50 per cent.
Small grains which were
longer, and the early growth
late in the fall have
seeded
to
danger
without
grazed
can be
very little tittering
developed
gain production.
However, to harvest small and have not developed a good
grains for grain production, halt root system, note Bitzer and
grasing as on as elongenpn or Davis. For these small grams,
jointing of the stem begins, they recommend topdressing
UK with 40-60 pounds of nitrogen as
the
to
according
agronomists. At this stage, the soon as possible. The stifferspike is developing and moving strewed wheats will respond
towards best to the higher rates of
stem
the
A Jesus Festival is being up
Grazing at this nitrogen.
sponsored by the Kentucky emergence.
Nitrogen on small grains that
reduce grain
greatly
will
stage
Baptist Convention and the
are rapidly growing will inconweather
warm
If
yields.
eneral Association of Baptists
it will be necessary to crease the chance for winterkill
in Kentucky. It will take place tinues,
grazing earlier than from late freezing temdiscontinue
at Freedom Hall, Louisville,
peratures, according to the UK
in
previouni•181.
April 19 beginning at 500 p.m.
agronomists. Balbo rye is
Celebrations and festivals
Bitter and Dirris point out growing the most rapidly
have been conducted widely that the warm temperatures during the warm weather. This
across our United States, but have also increased the chances rye should get heavy grazing to
this function will be different for winterkill of small grains. If! keep it from heading and
from many of those previously a severe freeze occurs Warta% becoming extremely tall unless
conducted, a spokesman said. the month, winterkilling of you plan to uae it for early
Young people of every barley and oats and some silage.
description are encouraged to damage to wheat is likely. The
Tobacco ground seeded to rye
be in attendance to participate early growth of small grains should be plowed earlier
in and hear outstanding folk during the warm weather than usual to allow extra time
music groups from across reduces the tolerance to win- for the rye to decay.
Kentucky, he added.
terkill. Other factors closely
If freezing temperatures
''These young people have tied in with winterkill are occur, Bitzer and Davis say to
been encouraged to come in heaving, alternating tem- expect some winterkill and
buses or in caravans of cars peratures, smothering from ice, reduction in small grain yields,
during Kentucky Education disease and
unfavorable expecially in barley and oats. If
Association's meeting when moisture conditions.
severe killing occurs, the UK
many of the schools in our state
scientists say it may be best to
for
What
the
are
a
chances
will be closed, and as they
use the small grains strictly for
before
end
severe
the
of
freeze
come, they will be distributing
a mulch and plant no-till corn or
The
of
probability
March'
flyers, Jesus Festival stickers
temperatures 32 degrees or soybeans early in May.
and share what they know about
Jesus to people along *away,"
the spokesman said.
r
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By JON THOMPSON
and the cloth will keep you
('up Icy News Service
from being sprayed with batWith most people today, it
tery acid.
appears that keeping a fair
We've all had it happen,
4. Now connect one cable to
share of what you've got is a
right'
the positive terrrunals of both
tougher problem than getting
We're in a terrible rush to
batteries; that done, and with
it in the first place.
get to the office, or we're goengines still off, connect
both
inflaof
fears
Justifiably,
mg to be late for the dentist's
cable to the negathe
second
non are reviving, and atappointment it took Us four
tive terminal of the booster
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months to get.
battery, which will be marked
erosion of values is again a
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with a minus sign. Positive
vali4 pursuit,
jump IMO OW Car
.tlriat the..+6...lsominals. are marked with•
Popular hedges include real
plus sign .
key — and sit there muttering
estate, natural resource
ourselves as the realization
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to
stocks, gold, silver, diathat our battery is dead slowly
of the negative cable to a
monds, stamps, antiques, oil
sinks in.
ground connection on your
paintings and certain other
Sc we call the boas to say
disabled car such as the enkinds of art. Intrinsic value is
we'll be in late or we cancel
gine block. This will safethe key.
that dentist's appointment
guard your car's electrical
One art form, in a wide
( we didn't really want turn
system.
pothe
And
books.
sense, is
poking around in ow mouth
Now start the car with the
tential of selected books as an
anyway, right'). And then we
good battery and once it is
inflation hedge has been
get out the jumper cables and
running, start your own car.
largely overlooked.
try and get the neighbor to
Then reverse the five steps to
The word from a number el
bring his car up close to ours
remove the jumper cables.
major book dealers in major
so we can scavenge a little
And hope you can make it to
cities Oroughout the United
power from his battery.
a gas Menem before the car
States, however, is that book
dies on you in traffic.
Well, jumper cables look
collecting is definitely on the
but
right,
all
enough
simple
rise.
Q. I recently purchased a
improper use of these very
At least one leading book
'72 Chevrolet with a 400-cubicuseful hunks of wire can lead
dealer says he's paying five
inch engine and two problems
to personal injury or damage
tunes as much to buy back
continue to bother me. First,
to your car's electrical syscertain books he sold eight to
the belts that drive the accestem
10 years ago.
sories squeal no matter what I
But doing it right isn't
Moreover, these are not
do to them. Second, the car's
really hard All you've got to
necessarily rare editions_ A
front disc brakes have a perdo is keep in mind five simple
first edition of Ernest Hemsistent squeal. Can I get rid of
I and sometimes very obviingway's "Farewell to Arms"
these noises' — Larry Johnous p steps when using jumper
in clean condition is bringing
son, Green Bay, Wis,
cables:
around $52-$54 today, whereas
I. Make sire your stalled
A. Some belt dressing apit could have been bought for
car and the car with the workplied to the belts, not the
$15 in the late 1950e. EM.
ing battery are not touching.
pullies, might help If not,
Forster's "Passage to India"
Contact between the two cars
make sire the water pump,
is said to have gone from 15 to
could create an electrical
alternator and other accesso$100 within 13 years.
short circuit that could throw
ries turn freely That could
Quoting Alexander Hamilshowers of sparks when you
well be your problem. As to
ton Institute's current busiconnect the booster cables.
the Crakes, many people have
ness bulletin.
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over 6 feet tall with a charma lyric such as "and we'll have a
low the $50 level, yet these
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books are bound to experience
member tug song'
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that.'
the years ahead."
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meeting entertaining and unsome particular field, which
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literature on the subject"
like the one about Lady Terry.
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develops aboard a cruise
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into a chair in the nightclub of
been on a cruise will tell you
$40,000 and a collection of
the Hamburg, which was one
- including Azel Christensen,
cookbooks went to another
day out of Puerto Vallarta,
the president of the German
school for $213,000.
Mexico.
°dunes can help you become the hen
Atlantic Lines
The institute says most unislim person you want to be °dna,' is
versities now have budgets
"Lady Terry spends almost
"Even
little
old
ladies
with
Con
swallowed
easily
arid
tablet
tiny
a
for good small collections and
the whole year on cruise
'aisles and a wooden leg,"
tains no dangerous drugs No starving
some newer schools lacking
ships. She once lived in New
Christensen had said the night
No special exercise Get rod of excess
much original source mateYork, but it cost too much to
tat and live longer Odf met has been
before, in the same lounge,
rial are avid buyers of good
maintain herself in the style
used successfully by thousands all over
with a gentle wink, "find
the country for 14 years Odrinex Plan
private collections.
to which she was accustomed.
themselves getting into the
costs 13 25 and the large economy size
The demand for Americana
queen
a
of
like
swing
on
things
a
treated
cruise
-She's
15 25 You must lose ugly let or your
become feverish, AHI
has
Flynn.
said
ship,"
aboard
money will be refunded by your druggist
notes, "with such peripheral
"and she loves every minute
Vo questions asked Accept no sub
Ah, yes And, on that note,
material as old cowboy
;mutes Sob! with Mk guarantee by
of it.
we draw a delicate curtain
stories and romances fetching
over further events on the T.S.
prices in the thousands."
"She's also a little
well
1611
Hamburg
Let me tell vou one story
Alexander Hamilton InstiStut61 .%
Central Sheolailla Center
,ot
tute says examples of astute
5
amateur collectors include a
physician who amassed much
early literature on venereal
disease, a librarian who put
together a complete set of the
first editions of —the Wizard
• Oz" and a teacher who as510 Main Street Open Under New Management Phone 153-2975
sembled some 80 volumes
written by Anthony Trollope
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Air travelers face
exotic disease peril
Prof. Ian Maegraith, of the
Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine, said in Medical
News recently that travel
agents should warn the public
about the danger of contracting tropical diseases if the
passenger is bound for an
area where diseases like
malaria are endemic.
Diagnosis could be difficult,
he said, because air travel
means a malaria victim could
be home 10 or 11 days before
symptoms appear and doctors
"do not always think to look
for the diseases"
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Report Shows Pediatric Clinics
Are Medical, Economic Success

Kentucky Derby Festival To Be
Testing means
survival for
A 'People Festival' This Year
cosmetics industry
bicyclists from all over the
country to compete.
Other new events that
promise to add variety are a
Derby Festival Basketball
Classic and a special Cavalcade
of Music.
Festival
Derby
The
Basketball Classic, slated for
April 28 in Freedom Hall, will
bring a 10-man Kentucky High School All-Star
Indiana
"We realize the prestige and Team to challenge the 10-man
importance of the Derby has no team of the best high school Allequal," said Guthrie. "It is the Americans from across the
Festival's goal to enhance the nation. Coaches for both teams
Derby and to compliment it will be chosen from Kentucky
with a series of special events Pugh schools.
that not only make the "Run for
The WHAS Cavalcade of
Italians" the trip$ famous two
Far and
minutes in sports but to make music at the State
will feature
Center
n
Fspositio
exciting
most
the
Week
Derby
musicians
and thrilling Festival in the over 1,500 high school
demonstrating their marching
country," he said.
ability and musical talent. High
This year the Festival claims school marching bands from 10
to be a "people festival"- states including Kentucky and
something for everybody. Many Indiana will compete.
new events and many of them
Over 25 colorful floats will be
free have been added to the participating in the Festival's
week's long list of activities.
major event-The Pegasus
The Festival will literally Parade-on Thursday, May 3,
take to the air this April, as well along with an equal number of
as to the river and the streets of
drill teams, bands, and
Louisville's new River City speciality performers. This
Mall. "The Great Balloon
year's parade theme is "Great
Race" sponsored by National
Bomb."
Industries will be a colorful neer.
Bringing the Festival to the
addition to the ever expanding
is Guthrie's aim. One of
people
that
include.
of
events
free
list
events to manifest that
new
the
the exciting race between the
show
two Ohio boats, the Belle of will be a traveling music
Move"
the
on
"Music
called
Queen
the
and
Delta
Louisville
General
of Cincinnati, and the bicycle sponsored by the
race through the downtown Electric Company. Three
give a
streets that brings amateur groups of musicians will

The Kentucky Derby Festival
was established in 1956 and
during the past 18 years most of
the Festival's events were
centered around the world's
most famous horse race, the
Kentucky Derby. However,
according to Festival Executive
Vice President, John R.
Guthrie, this year's activities
will include much more.

Medical Center, the University
of Louisville Child Development
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about.
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ever watchful eye of the FDA.
clinic were Graves County
Moral in this case means a
No more so than it is due to
public health nurses; an MCH
maker doesn't want to hurt
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nutritionist and MCH nurse; a
with his products And
anyone
Goldemberg said the insocial worker and a speech
survival means if a batch of
crease in testing started to
therapist from the J.U. Kevil
perfume-put out in say 10
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Memorial Foundation (a local
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new
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your birthday comes and find which you've striven mightily is
formulated about 9000
has
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eration,
inter-coop
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emphsis
furruture polish, cosmetics,
what your outlook is, according finally achieved.
scents for perfumes, candles
a more successful clinic visit for
hair sprays and even makers
CAPRICORN
to the stars.
and such.
VVj
of candles that give off
the young patients.
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
"The young ( youth) market
chemists
The
scents
M.D.,
ARIES
,
flavored
Baumann
your
at
J.
Robert
Teke a second look
is high on scents," he said.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
objectives-and recognize your UK neurologist heading the are the ones who compound
On everything from soaps,
Don't let a.m. disap- limitations. You may be aiming Eastern Kentucky phase of the the magic formulas
oils to incense and candles.
pointments get you down. Good too high for the present.
The recipes for such thin
program, attributes this to
progress indicated during the AQUARIUS
advance planning and follow-up
hours after noon. Try to force (Jan. 21 to Feb. If)
evaluation !sessions with local
the pace.
A clash of temperaments public health groups who have a
TAURUS
could cause needless friction.
the local comI' Don't jeopardize a warm knowledge of
Apr 21 to May 211 °stet/I
be difftcult
would
which
munity
Day particularly favors oc- friendship by becoming overly
to duplicate.
Praise
.
interests
l
cupationa
emotional.
Richard Turrell Jr., M.D.,
should come your way for a PD3CES
L.J. Klein, M.D., Louisville
and
difficult job well handled.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
neurologists participating in the
GEMINI
s
Some situation
traveling clinic program, also
114
( May 72 to June 21) 11
beyond your control now, so
praised the local personnel in
your
solve
to
like
You usually
don't try to solve them on your
own problems but, right now, a own initiative. Ask advice from each clinic they visited for their
industry and cooperation.
friend may give you the idea a trustworthy source.
All the physicians involved
you need for extricating
In the clinics are available, on a
yourself from P. trit-A)61biation.
YOU BORN TODAY are continual basis, for consultation)
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MTH APPROvf I) CREDIT
endowed with one of the most with local physicians, nurses
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all
of
Mixed influences. Expect the vital personalities
and others concerned with the
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amendment
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the Social
to
make
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You
(Medicai
asset.
valuable
patient-Be
suspenseful day.
an outstanding entertainer, for Security law is available to the
and not too anxious.
instance, a top-ranking jour- traveling clinic program.
LIBRA
or
politician
a
Under the new contractual
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 41E1 nalist,
relationships statesman If musically in- clinic setup, those funds are
Personal
somewhat unsettling. Don't clined, as you may well be, you being utilized to a more
become involved in the affairs could not only perform, but significant degree and are
tly. helping to extend the program
of others. Results could be could compose-brillian
of
out
"talk
to
s
tendencie
Curb
so that a greater range of
disastrous.
turn" at times. Birthdate of:
SCORPIO
medical services are now ofJohann S. Bach, Ger. composer. fered, Dr. Deju said.
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The first six-month progress
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side,
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72.
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Past
755 clinic visits. Projected
"In/
Old Christi Station, Ness Y Orr.
6 MONTHS TO PAY
SAGITTARIUS
Depth
Tread
1312
indicate that by June 30,
figures
grA,
11'Itur
"osr""7
Print
1°".and DATE OF MIRTH fee assure a total of 120 clinics will be held
1ZIP.
"
( New. 23 to Dec. 21) 36(ftl
4 Ply Tread
.
rou got the right forecast tor sour
Jupiter influences now favor
;Ir
providing services for apraiser sign)
2Ply Rayon Card
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affairs.
financial
and
business
proximately 1800 new and
2 Ply Rem Bons
Dr.
return patients, reports
nes,
•\%••••
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Deju.
•••••••••••
••••5Additional expansion of the
-55--'
program is contemplated in the
coming fiscal year, which
begins July 1, 1973 and ends
,
va. •-•11
June 30, 1974.
As one example of the expansion, he cited the UK
Department of Neurology's
traveling team ( under Dr.
Robert J. Baumann) which
plans on doubling the number
Reason 4. If the IRS should call you in for
of clinics held and the number
le- All Prices plus Lea. $1.93-S3.28
an audit, H & R Block will go with you, at
of children seen in the Eastern
no additional cost. Not as a legal
Kentucky area during the next
fiscal year
representative ... but we can answer all
ssj

FRANKFORT, Ky.-A sixmonth report on the new stateand
pediatric
sponsored
neurology clinics for children in
Kentucky shows the switchover to contractual services is a
medical and economic success,
a state official recently announced.
Jorge Deju, M.D., director of
maternal and child health
(MCH) in the state Health
the
said
Department,
reorganized traveling clinic
program (which mostly helps
children suffering from mental
retardation, learning disorders,
epilepsy, crebral palsy and
speech, hearing and visual
problems) is meeting its objective to provide greater
services to more children at less
cost.
Previously, MCH provided
direct services under what was
known as the Child Develop-

ment Program. Under the new
setup, it contracts with existing
agencies to provide such services.
The primary aim of MCH in
the program is to coordinate the
various health agencies-state
and local-to expand medical
children.
for
services
Cooperation, not competition, is
the keynote of the program, Dr.
Deju stresses.
"The cooperation among
state and local health agencies,
private physicians and other
health professionals enables
MCH to provide a more complete range of child health
seertees and fotiew-up care, net
only on clinic days but in the
weeks between clinics," he
added.
To date, the pediatric and
neurological clinics have been
conducted under contracts with
the University of Kentucky

Your Individual Horoscope

'7

total of 54 performances in
various locations such as; parks, shopping centers, and
other locations throughout the
city and county.
A Pegasus button selling for
$1 will make its first appearance in April.
A "pop" concert by the
Louisville Symphony, accompanied by fireworks, will be
repeated at Oxmoor Center.
The Mall on Shelbyville Road •I
will hold the first Derby 1):
Festival of Art.
Square dancing in the streets
and the annual Pedalathon at
the Kentucky State Fairgrounds
Speedway are also a part of the
Festival schedule.
Other new events are still in
the planning stage and will be.
announced as soon as schedules
are arranged

Russians say soccer
is Net for women
The State Committee for
Physical Culture and Sport,
Moscow,warned recently that
women who play football are
displaying "harmful social
tendencies" and that doctors
consider soccer "harmful to
the female organimn, not to
mention the fact that it causes'
unhealthy- agitetieeru--The committee abo con-'
nemns games and exercises,
including bridge, karate,
judo, body building and certain types of yoga for having
-nothing in common with the
Soviet system of physical educaticm,"

gau,sA
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Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
questions about how your tax return was
prepared.

EXIaLKIIBILOCK:
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

- NATIONAL-HOTEL BLDG.
9am Spm Sat Phone 753.O4
Open eam apm weektfeys.
NECESSARY
NO AP 'OINTMENT

New 'lifeguard' bus
protects school kids
A new "lifeguard" school
bus, claimed to be the greatest step forward in road safety since the all-steel bus appeared 40 years ago, will be
demonstrated at Richrnond,
Ind.
The bus, designed to cradle
children in broad bands of
steel and swaddle them in
thick padding to recluce the
chances of injuries in accidents, has extra-large windows Ta'emergency exits and
the interior is designed so that
there are no sharp edges.

I
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Formed Master Tire Servi

EWING TIRE SERVICE
Phone 753-3164
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points - Murray
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 - Sat. 7:30-5:00
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POWs Seek Freedom Through
Writing Poetry In Prisons

Central Station Bulls
Average $948 At Sale
KY.--Cattlemen
PARIS,
looking for bulls with proven
ability to perform well in the
feedlot paid an average of
$947.94 for 73 bulls at the second
sale of bulls tested at Kentucky's Central Bull Testing
Station near Paris.
Prices for the yearling bulls
at this year's sale showed a
strong increase over last year,
when 51 animals averaged $690,
noted Russ BreDahl, Extension
beef cattle specialist at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
The 29 percentage bulls,
mostly Sunmental crossbreds,
price,
top
brought the
Six
-41966.66
---averaging
Charolius averaged $975; seven
-Polled Herefords averaged
$165.71; 73 Angus averaged
$1183.48; one Milking Shorthorn
sold for $675; and seven Santa
Caertrudis sold for $653.57.
The highest selling bull was a
three-quarter Surunental, onequarter Angus animal consigned by Kieckhefer Simmental of Lexington. The bull
sold for $1825 to I. John C.
Tapp of Bowling Green. The
bull had an average weight per
day of age of 3.44 pounds, the
highest of any bull tested. He
also had an average daily gain
of 3,48 pounds.
The bull which had the fastest
average daily gain on test was
the second highest selling bull.
The animal, consigned by Allied
Simmental Enterprises of

TUESDAY-MARCH 20, 1973

KENTUCKY

Campbellsville, gained 3 7
pounds per day during the test,
and had a weight per day of age
of 3.15 pounds. He was purchased by John and Charles
Cornett of Maple Crest Farms
at Manchester for $1800.
The 73 bulls in the sale had an
average daily gain of 2.96
pounds and an average weight
per day of age of 2.73 pounds.
Last year's bulls averaged 244
pounds of gam per day and 2.65
pounds per day of age
The average weight per day
of age for each breed in this
year's test is as follows.
Charolats-2.88; Percentage-2.86; Santa Gertrudis-2.69,
Af4V448-.4.42+—Milking ShurPolled
and
thorn-2.51;
ffereforit=;4:4117-The breed
averages for rate of gain were:
Percentage-3.16; Charola
3.05; Milking Shorthorn-2 86,
Angus-2.84; Santa Gertrudis2.76, and Polled Hereford-2.69.
BreDahl felt the interest in
the sale shows that increasing
numbers of Kentucky cattlemen
are seeking bulls with genetic
predictability. He also notes
that farmers seem to be
showing confidence in the
results of the centralized testing
system
JEWISH EXODUS
The Intergovernmental
Committee for Etropeari MiaUon reported recently in
Geneva that more than 31,000
Jews left Russia for Israel in
1972.

EDITOR'S NOTE - For
many American prisoners of
war In Vietnam, time and
space hung suspended in their
cells, the only reality being in
their heads-the contemplation
of living, loving, losing and
learning. Out of this contemptation came poetry crystalizing their thoughts of home, of
freedom, of country.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Their bodies were imprisoned, but their minds sought
freedom.
They sought it through verse,
the poet POWs of the Hanoi
Hilton.
Some of the American captives wrote poems-frees their
mils to their families back
home. Others compiri'llle
long flights of return.
They wrote of missed love, of
a homeland only a picture in
their minds, of their only cornparuons-prtson rodents.
If the rhyme is sometimes
uncertain or the meter irregular, the feeling was always sincere, often eloquent.
Richard Lovelace, a poet imprisoned during the English
civil war of the 1600s, wrote
from his cell:
"Stone walls do not a prison

written by Navy Lt. Cmdr.
Ralph Gaither during his Ps
year stay in a North Vietnamese camp. Gaither read the
poem for the first time one
Sunday morning in 1972 at an
interfaith religious service at
the camp.
"I thank the Lard for blessings
big and small;
For spring's warm glow and
songbird's welcome call;
For autumn's hue and winter's
snow white shawl.
I thank thee for each sunset
in the sky;
For sleepy nights, the bed
in which I lie;
A life of truth and peace,
a woman's love;
lrinU In mine until
the day idle.
I thank thee, Lord, for all these
things above;
But most of all, I thank thee
for thy love."
Navy U. Cmdr. Porter Halyburton, 31, of nicker, Ga.,
was a POW for seven years.
His release meant this:

"Freedom ... thanks to you
People of America
A newborn, reborn child of joy,
I step from my cell
into your arms,
year lova, - "Nor iron bars a cage."
Your soon to be mine world,
Nor did they in Hanoi three
Our country..
hundred years later.
Freedom..,too sweet for
Paltry words.
was
thanksgiving
of
A poem

YOU JUST THINK YOU'RE
CUTE ECAUSE YOU'RE CUTE!
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Navy Capt. Milian' e Lawrence, of Nashville, Tenn., was
shot down June 1967 He
native
his
dreamed of
Tennessee while imprisoned:

HELP WANT1
WArTRES
Part time or fi
Apply in parsc
JERRY'
South 121

"1 thrill to thoughts
of mountains grand,
Rolling green hills
and fertile farm land;
Earth rich with stone,
mineral and ore,
Forests dense and
wild flowers galore..."

WANTED SHORT
morning shift, 4:0
p.m. Phone 436-5811.

Amnesty
debate
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America.
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Commission to
passing on the
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%WAITRESS
Part time or full time
Apply in person to
JERRY'S
South 12th

••••••••••
•
• Hours:

I OR SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

••••••••••••••••*****••••••••••g

•
• to
•5:N p.m
•
•
•
•
•
•
WANTED SHORT order cook, •
morning shift, 4:00 a.m.-1:00 •
p.m. Phone 4364811.
M20C

ABC Play School-

AL

•

Phone 753-8807
1606 Ryan
Full Days or:
Has QPENINGS hall days •
•
for two children, ages 3,
•
4, 5 years old.
•
•
•
ABC Offers
•
•
-State Licensed
•
-Teacher with college degree •
-Individual attendee for each •
•
•
child
•

., AT once,_a
n
4D
goco: truck;
WAN
he
;
tires service man for sales.
Salary, commission and fringe

ROSES
50 VARIETIES

Also . . .
•Perennials
• Asters

• Phlox

1.71

Ell,E)

"I

[si LLLI

FOR RENT

I Ott RENT

SERVICES OFFERED

C.11

CONDUCTED
PERSONAI.LY
tours to Alaska, New Orleans
ifeltinae tstiMtf,
Mexico, New England, Nova
Scotia, Ozarks,etc. Write for 1973
brochure. Mrs. Helen Miller.
Pennyrile Tours, Route 4,
M2OP
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240

• apenng
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceilin Tile

-Learning experience:
omp e e 'ome
songs, gimes, stories,
Paducah, Ky., stating ex- •-Nutritious' leselies and
sharing, •
ear
Remodeling
•
•
M22C •
pet-tester.
snacks fee tall time
toys, bloeks, Puzzles, •
•
•
• students
alphabet, numbers, etc. •
WANTED NIGHT manager •
r/a
re
Must be neat, clean, efficient,
75
with desire to move ahead. Must
be willing to close 6 nights a FREE
SERVICE on all Kirby
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
week. Fast food experience vacuums over 5 years old. For
Candidates For Election
carpets, furniture, floors, walls
helpful, but not necessary. Salary appointment with authorized
and specialities serviced. Call
open. Apply in person to Mr.
Kirby dealer Phone 7534752 or
SHERIFF
ter collect 247Servicemas
.m.a
9:00
Chef,
Barnes at Burger
12:30 p.m. Offer
Charles D. Kemp
April
7333.
MC 753-0359 after
500 p.m.
good until April 7.
April 12C
Maurice Watson
T. G.(Ted) Alexander
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
CAR CLEAN up help wanted.
753-8944
Phone
4th
N.
500
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
B.
Watson
John
Apply
not
necessary.
Experience
...
If You
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138,
Earl T. Futrell
east end of Trees Used Car
Or 354-6161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
building or phone 753-3677 after
Cf/VIURT
-1Fcifra`coLoR
Ex.
Marcli-72
um
N
.11191.C.A.
SALE,
GARAGE
6:00p.m.
CLERK
KNIGHTS SHOP; lawn mower,
Pleas• Phone
1 .00 p.m.-9:00 p.m and all cloy cellent
dII W.00. Phone
Marvin Harris
repair, blackamith work,
tiller
M22P
Friday, March 23. 301 South 6th 753-1566
Your
Dorothy Phillips
welding. Gene Knight, Route 3.
sizes
all
in
clothing
of
addressing
Lots
Street.
EARN AT home
April 12F
Phone 7534035.
and lots of household items. Also
envelopes Rush stamped selfCOUNTY JUDGE
MC
Montgomery Ward
some furniture
addressed envelope T Marmon,
Robert 0. Miller
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
1203 Chestnut
Star Route, Box 39, Floyd,
Hall McCuliton
only
tank installation. Phone 733Wednesday
Sale
ITC
FISHING BOAT, 14' fiberglass
George Weeks
If No Results:
7900.
percent ors ell Returned
io
motor,
on
H.P.Johns
20
with
Roger Jones
Goods
M28C
Phone
WANTED: TWO cooks, two
1540.00. Phone 753-6257.
Open tin 7 CO p
LEARN CAKE decorating.
and
capable
be
Must
waitresses.
JAILER
Classes are now underway at the
pole.
30'
and
reliable. Highest pay in the lake
ROTOR
,
ANTENNA
Huel (Wimpy Jones
FORD 1964, Camper Special "House of cakes,- south MarperQualified
for
area
Small dining table and four
Before 5:00 p.m.,
J.D. Rogers
Pickup, air candittatted, overload hll me instructor is Thelma
Lodge
lake
AMC
Kentucky
sonnel.
chairs. Phone 753-3004.
Rupert Maynard
10:16.5 tires 1961 Nanny, graduate of Snyder's
springs
Then
Restaurant, Highway 68 at
Garvin Phillips
Vistaliner camper.
Professional School of Cake
Kenmore
Aurora, Ky Phone 474-2259 for
MACHINE,
SEWING
IlWANERICARD
After 5:30 p.m. and
stove and oven, Decorating, Detroit, Michigan
gas
MC
appointment.
zig zag console. Phone 75$CORONER
many other six week beginners course, $15.00
and
lights
AC-DC
MC
Until 6:30 p.m.
6065
Max E. Morris
1136 or 753- For more information phone 527'
"751
extras. Phi
WANTED: SOMEONE to help at
Max Churchill
M24.14C 7157.
5426('
4919.
Prefer
time.
end
full
Stella Feed Mill,
COFFEE TABLE and two
MAYOR
M22C
male. Phone 753-1256.
tables, in good condition. All for
(Across from MSU Library)
to mow on
John E. Scott
$25.00. Phone 753-1411 after 5:00 KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag WANTED YARDS
753-3376
Phone
town.
of
side
South
any
to
Buel Stalls
KIK
adjusts
214 No. 15th Street /
Phone 753-3242
p.m.
rug specialist that
M22NC
vacuums after 5:00p.m.
used
and
New
carpet.
LEGAL NOTICE
PROPERTY VALUATION
1971 HONDA SL-175 Trail. Ex- for sale. For free demonstration
ADMINISTRATOR
Pursuant to the provisions of
TWO BEDROOM furnished
cellent condition. Also 2-bike and gift with purchase phone 753- WANTED LAWNS to mow. Most
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
April 12C any day still open. Phone 753the Communications Act of 1934,
trailer, air conditioned, 1 mile
Charles E. Hale
motorcycle trailer. Phone 791- 0752 or 753-0359
er
up
as amended, notice is hereby
5901.
l
lm
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spic
%tag%
M22I'
urnis
urrafy.
ater
7592.
nd M
y2 faramw
kie2
so
nheciiir
SictIs,R00allM
CTTY
given that the Murray State
MOBILE HOME, 10'x56', 1964
Lake
University Board of Regents,
Cadiz, 5134332
furnished, air ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
PROSECUTOR
ALUMINUM BOAT, 12', with 15 model, completely
Contact T W Lowe, Route 4, nwnth- Phone
Educational
of
licensee
TFC
Don Overby
conditioned. washer. Parch. dein Phone Paris, 842-6551
new
motor,
H.P.
Evinrude
frequency modulation radio
trolling motor. Also home bold. and linden:mud:16 Phone 753KY.Pb"7:6.142QC FURNISHED 'two
M23C'SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters 531614°Pkins
station WK.MS-FM„ Murray.
CM itMGR
*-11
sell this month. Phone
Must
with
file
apartment, wall to wall carinstalled by
and
Kentucky, is required to
ed
manufactur
William B. Harris
M20C
3593
About Our
brick with peting, central heat and air.
n,
BEDROOM
Installatio
THREE
Gutter
portable,
the FCC, no later than May 1,
Atkins
16"
Stephen C. Sanders
ON,
TELEVISI
1973, an application for renewal
GIRL's CLOTHING, sizes 1 black and white, $40.00. Phone Murray, phone 753-6407 or 753- kitchen-den combinition, car- Excellent location. Children 0.K,
Aluminum Sheets
APRIL LINC port, electric hear- air con- No pets. Available March 1. Rent
9120C 0011
of its license to operate WICMSthrough 5 Also children's coats, 753.7125.
STATE
p145.011 phone 753_4331.
dItioned,
Marc
tt.
to
12
sties
FM on 01.3 megahertz. The ofNTATIVE
coats,
ladies
REPRESE
M22C
FOR ALL your additions- terms. Has good well, and 28C
ficers, directors, and owners of 10
763-7573.
each
Kenneth C. Imes
remodeling, residential or blacktopped driveway Located
per cent or more of the stock are:
* FOR SALE *
commercial. New or old. Free near Stella on Kirksey Road. LOVELY THREE bedroorp
The Board of Regents of Murray
raft.
Jefferson
FOUR MAN inflatable
1973 12:70
I
Special
Today's
M20C
Times
M21P house. Phone 753-5809
Glen
&
TFC Phone 489-2463.
Ledger
Harold
The
University,
estimates. Call 7534123.
State
M23C
Phone 436-2245.
Trailer. Entire contents
Doran, Chairman; Dr. Harry
USED
1973
soon.
goes with it. Must sell
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
103 N. 4th Street
WANTED YARDS to mow in IN CANTERBURY Estates,
Sparks, President of the
1967-10'140' Mobile home. Very
house in Hazel. Also furnished
CARLO
MONTE
Street.
Mofleld,
16th
8
Ray
South
753-002
of
Dr.
vicinity
University;
Murray, Ky.
three bedroom brick haute with apartment in Murray Phone 753good condition. Phone 439.M21NC family room, utility,
Phone 753-8927.
Chairman, of the Department of
M23C
steering,
2245.
753-1916
power
Air,
Phone
M21C
fireplace' 7333.
this
communications; administer
double garage, central heat and
INNERSPRING mattress, box
size.
full
power brakes. Blue
despite
publicly owned facility for
M21C
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. air. Phone 7534456.
KEEPS carpets beautiful
springs, iron bedstead,
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
M21C Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
the use and benefit of the citizens
footsteps of a busy family. Buy Phone 753-1733.
top.
vinyl
living room, kitchen, bathroom
white
with
carpentry. Phone 753-58e7 days or THREE BEDROOM brick home,
of the Commonwealth of KenBlue Lustre. Rent electric
(TION SALE
and shower and bath. One or two
of
States
in
patio
United
and
Market,
10
the
carport
size
TFC carpeted,
753-7625 nights.
tucky and
shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik
BOY'S SUMMER clothes
0
$4,120.0
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartM24C pants-$1.00& $2.00. Size 12 shirts,
America.
back, large storage building. On
Five Points.
, mile
10:00 a.m., 4
24,
March
ments, South 16th Street, 753M21C KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest large lot on 94 East, five miles
Members of the public who west of Lynn Grove on Hwy. 94.
$1.00. Call 753-3093.
April 4NC
CITY COUNCIL
6609.
Broad
CE.
BOAT
INSURAN
Comthe
to
753-8049
bring
100
South
to
Phone
753-3914,
phone
desire
Control,
from Murray
Gerald Taber.
This is the opening sale of the
services.
claim
Good
verage.
confacts
M23P
mission's attention
13th Street "Every day you after 4:00 p.m.
season. WW have the close out of
Ronald E. Jones
Galloway InLowest rates.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
cerning the operation of the two or three estates. More
BELTONE FACTORY fresh delay lets bugs have their
H.
Ed
Clutenan
7
miles
ance & Realty. Phone 753about
apartment, carpeted. Phone 753lot
ACRE
ONE
make
TFC
all
station should write to the FCC, merchandise than can sell in a
for
way."
hearing aid batteries
Mansfield
Paul
IIC
April
2
Grove.
Has
Harris
at
7861 days or 753-5913 nights. M22C
city
from
later
not
20554,
Washington, D.C.,
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs M21C
day.
Phillip Tibbs
and light pole,
sewerage
water,
than July 1, 1973. Letters should
&
ING
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Hanoi Feel Air Of Optimism
After Nearly 30 Years Of War
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HANOI ( AP) -- After nearly
30 years of war or preparations
for it, there is an air of quiet
"opernism and hope that things
may finally get better in Hanoi.
Large billboards and posters
tell the people that the., Paris
cease-fire agreement is a great
achievement but that lasting
peace can come only when the
agreement is put into effect
There are tell-tale signs that
the people of Hanoi--and possibly even their government- -expect that peace will last despite
the daily official blasts about
South Vietnamese cease-fire
violations with American complicity and the continuation of
bloodshed and violtnce in the
South.
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